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Abstract 
 
 
Cognitive deficits are the single strongest predictor of the functional outcome in patients 
with schizophrenia. Current treatments are largely ineffective in improving cognitive 
impairments and promising pre-clinical research has mostly failed to translate clinically. 
Despite the advances provided by rodent models, the neurobiological basis of cognitive 
deficits in schizophrenia is poorly understood. Therefore, this thesis proposes a zebrafish 
model for studying cognitive impairments of schizophrenia. 
Although more evolutionarily distant from humans compared to the rat, the zebrafish has 
emerged as a popular vertebrate model of human disorders due to its genetic 
tractability, complex nervous system and elaborate behavioural repertoire. We 
investigated the effects of genetic alterations and neurodevelopmental disruption on 
behaviour and learning in zebrafish. Using both disc1 mutant lines and sub-chronic 
phencyclidine (PCP) on larvae from 6-10 dpf, we were able to assess behavioural changes 
as a function of developmental age. 
In particular, this thesis aimed to develop appropriate behavioural assays to assess 
zebrafish learning and executive function relevant to disorders seen in human patients 
with schizophrenia. It was possible to demonstrate robust learning across several 
domains, namely, reversal, classical avoidance and non-associative learning, alongside 
locomotor and anxiety-related behaviours. There were varied deficits associated with 
each of the two – genetic (disc1 gene mutation) and environmental (sub-chronic PCP) – 
manipulations, consistent with observations in rat research. 
 Together, the research in this thesis demonstrates that a zebrafish model exhibits 
behaviour resembling that of mammalian models of schizophrenia and provides a 
foundation for the utility of zebrafish in examining cognitive impairments associated with 
schizophrenia.  
1 
  
Chapter 1 
 
 
 
 
General Introduction 
 
 
 
The work described in this thesis uses zebrafish to investigate the 
neurodevelopmental disruption hypothesis of schizophrenia and 
resulting cognitive dysfunction. In the following section, 
background to pharmacological and genetic animal models of 
schizophrenia, the neurobiology of cognitive deficits commonly 
associated with the disorder, as well as animal models and 
principles of learning and memory will be covered. In the latter 
sections the use of zebrafish as a model system for measuring 
cognitive deficits by comparing genetic and pharmacological 
models is described. 
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1 - Schizophrenia  
Schizophrenia is a chronic, debilitating psychiatric illness that affects about 1% of the 
global population and has profound impact on the patients, their families and society. 
Reports estimate that the health and social care of managing schizophrenia and its 
related effects costs £11.8 billion annually (Andrew, Knapp, McCrone, Parsonage, & 
Trachtenberg, 2012). The disorder is broadly divided into three key symptom domains: 
positive symptoms (e.g., thought disorder, hallucinations and delusions), negative 
symptoms (e.g., flattening of affect, anhedonia and social withdrawal), and cognitive 
symptoms (e.g., impairments in memory, attention and executive functions), which can 
all occur within the same individual (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Diagnostic 
symptoms most commonly present by late adolescence into young adulthood. However, 
they can be preceded by a prodromal phase or “at-risk” mental state, which presents as 
declining cognitive and social functions, and is often also exhibited by first-degree 
relatives (Lencz et al., 2006; Sitskoorn, Aleman, Ebisch, Appels, & Kahn, 2004). 
Schizophrenia is a highly complex disorder and to date, no single theory fully explains the 
complexity of its impairments. Although the exact aetiology of schizophrenia remains to 
be seen, it is thought likely to result from an interaction between genetic and 
environmental influences impacting both early and late brain development (Karl & 
Arnold, 2015; Tandon, Nasrallah, & Keshavan, 2009). 
1.1 - The neurodevelopmental hypothesis of schizophrenia 
The existence of a clear prodromal phase, which presents with cognitive deficits (Lencz 
et al., 2006) supports the hypothesis of a neurodevelopmental origin of schizophrenia. 
The neurodevelopmental hypothesis suggests that the behavioural outcome of the 
disorder is due to disruption during development of the central nervous system (CNS) 
leading to abnormalities which appear in the adult brain (Lewis & Levitt, 2002; Rapoport, 
Giedd, & Gogtay, 2012). These developmental abnormalities are thought to stem from 
  General Introduction  
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an interaction of genetic and environmental factors during several critical time frames in 
development (see Figure 1.1). This theory is supported by the identification of several 
susceptibility genes and specific disturbances of brain development associated with the 
disorder (Lewis & Levitt, 2002; Rapoport et al., 2012). Despite extensive research showing 
that the cognitive deficits (which have been reported as early as school-aged pre-
schizophrenic children; Wilson & Terry, 2010) are the strongest predictor of the 
functional outcome in patients (Green, 1996), cognitive symptoms remain largely 
untreated by currently available medications.  
 
 
Figure 1.1. Aetiological hypothesis of schizophrenia. 
 
1.1.1 - Neurochemical involvement in schizophrenia  
Irregularities in several neurotransmitter systems have been implicated in the pathology 
of schizophrenia. Pharmacological and functional studies indicate involvement by both 
dopamine (DA) and glutamate (for review: Jones, Watson, & Fone, 2011). While, largely 
the DA system has received much more attention in the literature, substantial support 
has pointed towards the glutamatergic systems’ involvement in recent years. 
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1.1.1.1 - Dopamine  
Associations between aberrant dopamine pathways and schizophrenia were initially 
found following observations that the antipsychotics used in treating positive symptoms 
act primarily as DA receptor antagonists (Seeman & Lee, 1975). Currently, dopamine is 
hypothesised to contribute to positive symptoms through hyperactivity in the mesolimbic 
DA pathway and cognitive symptoms through hypoactivity in the mesocortical pathway 
(Davis, Khan, Ko, & Davidson, 1991). Observations that amphetamine can lead to 
psychosis in healthy subjects (Angrist & Gershon, 1970) and exacerbate positive 
symptoms in patients with schizophrenia (Angrist, Sathananthan, Wilk, & Gershon, 1974; 
Randrup & Munkvad, 1967) and that these effects can be counteracted by antipsychotics 
(Carlsson et al., 2001), supports the hyperdopaminergic hypothesis regarding positive 
symptoms. Given the complexity of schizophrenia, the imbalance in the DA system may 
result from interactions between other neurotransmitter systems. In particular, 
glutamatergic hypoactivity leads to both DA hypoactivity in the mesocortical pathway and 
hyperactivity in the mesolimbic pathway (Carlsson et al., 2001). 
1.1.1.2 - Glutamate 
The glutamate hypothesis of schizophrenia focuses on diminished function of the N-
methyl-D-aspartate receptor (NMDAR). The theory of glutamate’s involvement in 
schizophrenia originated much like that of the dopamine theory. Clinical observations 
reported that NMDA antagonists, such as phencyclidine (PCP) and ketamine, produce 
‘schizophrenic-like’ symptoms in healthy individuals and exacerbate symptoms in 
patients with schizophrenia (Tsai & Coyle, 2002). Unlike amphetamine (a DA agonist), 
these drugs can mimic the both positive and negative symptoms, as well as cognitive 
symptoms, and were not affected by available antipsychotics. Therefore, it was suggested 
that NMDAR dysfunction may be critical for negative and cognitive symptoms in 
schizophrenia.   
Glutamate is the most abundant excitatory amino-acid transmitter of the brain 
(Watkins & Jane, 2006) with its highest density in the hippocampus, nucleus accumbens, 
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and the prefrontal cortex (PFC). Glutamate exerts its effect as a neurotransmitter by 
acting on four different kinds of receptors, including NMDARs. The NMDAR has a crucial 
role in brain development, and is particularly implicated in synaptic plasticity (Nam, Kim, 
& Lee, 2004). NMDAR hypofunction is thought to induce excessive glutamatergic and 
dopaminergic signalling resulting in sensory and cognitive impairments (Castellano, 
Cestari, & Ciamei, 2001; Gilmour et al., 2012; Lisman et al., 2008). Consequently, drug 
development targeted at enhancing NMDA receptor function may have potential for 
improving the cognitive symptoms in schizophrenia.  
1.1.2 - Genetics of schizophrenia 
Numerous epidemiological studies have established that schizophrenia and cognitive 
impairment are highly heritable (Bilder, Howe, Novak, Sabb, & Parker, 2011). Both the 
disorder and cognitive impairment as a phenotype could be assumed to be due to 
genetically mediated neurodevelopmental alterations (Vazquez-Bourgon et al., 2015). 
Several susceptibility genes for schizophrenia have been identified and include genes for 
dysbindin, neuregulin 1, catechol-O-methyltransferase, D-amino-acid oxidase, and of 
focus in this thesis, Disrupted in Schizophrenia 1 (Disc1) (as reviewed in Owen, Sawa, & 
Mortensen, 2016). The Disc1 gene is the most studied of the susceptibility genes as it was 
the first reported gene to be associated with increased risk of schizophrenia, and more 
recently has been linked to bipolar disorder and recurrent major depression (Tomppo et 
al., 2009; Vazquez-Bourgon et al., 2015).  
Disc1 is involved in multiple neurodevelopmental and neurosignalling functions 
(Ishizuka, Paek, Kamiyaand, & Sawa, 2006) and is expressed predominantly in neurons in 
the hippocampus and cerebral cortex in mammals (Schurov, Handford, Brandon, & 
Whiting, 2004). Variations in the expression of Disc1 in these areas are associated with 
schizophrenia-related cognitive dysfunction (Callicott et al., 2005; Hennah et al., 2005; Y. 
L. Liu et al., 2006; Palo et al., 2007; Rampino et al., 2014). Additionally, initial 
investigations of Disc1 mutant mice have supported a direct link between Disc1 and 
NMDA receptor functions. Both knockdown of NMDAR and use of NMDAR antagonists 
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decrease Disc1 expression (Ramsey et al., 2011). Disc1 overexpression is shown to 
partially rescue NMDAR antagonist produced neuronal migration in mice (Atkin, 
Macaskill, Brandon, & Kittler, 2011). Due to its complex relationship with NMDAR 
function and the resultant effect on both dopaminergic and glutamatergic receptor 
expression, Disc1 may provide a promising research area to investigate novel treatments 
mediating both dopaminergic and glutamatergic system functioning in schizophrenia.  
1.2 - Schizophrenia endophenotypes  
Diagnoses of psychiatric diseases frequently rely on subjective assessments of symptoms 
(Bearden & Freimer, 2006). Endophenotypes are considered an intermediary step 
between underlying biological processes and disease phenotypes. An endophenotype is 
heritable, familial, associated with risk of the disease and exhibited whether or not the 
disease is active (Gottesman & Gould, 2003). Unlike the current criteria for diagnoses, 
they are measureable and continuous. Using endophenotypes for neuropsychiatric 
research provides biological (biochemical, neurophysiological, neuroanatomical, 
cognitive or neuropsychological) descriptions that can be reliably measured across 
different animal models-in turn increasing validity of conclusions made from these 
models. Identifying endophenotypes in psychiatric disease is important for predicting 
increased risk in individuals, and could lead to the development of more individualised 
and effective treatments (Keefe & Harvey, 2012). Cognitive impairments in schizophrenia 
are relatively stable over time and as evidence shows first degree relatives also 
demonstrate executive function deficits, they are a promising endophenotype with which 
to explore the underlying mechanisms of schizophrenia by allowing for reliable testing of 
cognitive dysfunction.  
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1.3 - Animal models of schizophrenia 
Animal models are used to replicate certain characteristics of neuropsychiatric disorders, 
in order to generate predictions about its pathophysiology and screen for new treatments 
(Willner, 1991). However, no one model can mimic all aspects of a complex disorder, such 
as schizophrenia, in a complete and meaningful way, but often a single process or cluster 
of symptoms can be accurately replicated. Thus, a number of animal models of 
schizophrenia targeting different aspects are currently accepted, most notably: the 
neonatal PCP exposure model (for a detailed review see Grayson et al., 2015) and Disc1 
genetic models (Arguello & Gogos, 2010; Ishizuka et al., 2006). To ensure data from an 
animal model can be extrapolated to the particular human condition it is modelling 
(translational value), it must have construct, face and predictive validity (Willner, 1991). 
A valid model is expected to have similar biological dysfunction (e.g. gene mutation or 
anatomical abnormality) as the human disorder (construct validity), the modelled 
symptoms within an animal are expected to be sufficiently homologous with those of the 
human disorder (face validity) and it should respond to the clinical treatments that 
prevent or reverse symptoms in the human disorder (predictive validity) (Berton, Hahn, 
& Thase, 2012; Gould & Gottesman, 2006; Norton, 2013). Moreover, the model should 
produce long-lasting behavioural deficits, while maintaining reproducibility, low cost, and 
ease of technical manipulation (Stewart & Kalueff, 2013). 
1.3.1 - Pharmacological models 
There are a number of pharmacological models that mimic NMDAR hypofunction in 
mammals using varying procedural differences. Acute administration of PCP in adulthood 
has been used to produce deficits in a range of cognition assays, including operant 
reversal learning (Neill et al., 2010), attentional set-shifting (Egerton, Reid, McKerchar, 
Morris, & Pratt, 2005), and startle reflex  (Geyer, McIlwain, & Paylor, 2002). However, 
these deficits are short-lived. PCP given sub-chronically (typically for 7 days) to adult rats 
is the most extensively employed model in schizophrenia research to date. Repeated 
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administration of NMDAR antagonists in adulthood produces long-lasting behavioural 
changes with enduring neurochemical and neuroanatomical changes, mimicking 
schizophrenia more accurately than acute dosing (Fletcher et al., 2005; Jentsch & Roth, 
1999; Tenn et al., 2003). Although both of these models demonstrate significant 
impairments in cognition, neither encompasses neurodevelopmental or genetic factors 
(Fatemi & Folsom, 2009; Lewis & Levitt, 2002; Rapoport et al., 2012).  
Animal studies of postnatal and adolescent NMDA antagonism are commonly 
used to model a neurodevelopmental “insult” hypothesis of schizophrenia (i.e. 
environmentally triggered disruptions in brain development). Postnatal PCP exposure is 
found to produce many of the same behavioural and executive function impairments 
reported in schizophrenia patients (Grayson et al., 2015; Neill et al., 2010). These effects, 
largely documented in rodents, include hyper-locomotion (Powell, 2010; Wang et al., 
2001), increased anxiety-related behaviours (Amani et al., 2013) and deficits across many 
domains of learning and memory (Broberg, Glenthøj, Dias, Larsen, & Olsen, 2009; 
Grayson, 2012). Moreover, NMDA antagonism during adolescence is also found to induce 
long-term impairment of cognitive function. For example, White and collegues (2009) 
administered PCP to rats on postnatal day 50-51 (roughly equivalent to 18 years old in 
humans). When the rats were tested at postnatal day 90 (adulthood in humans), they 
exhibited significantly delayed acquisition of reversal learning, but no impairment in 
simple discrimination. Further, these PCP exposed animals displayed significant increases 
in locomotor activity. 
1.3.2 - Genetic models 
Genetic animal models allow characterisation of susceptibility genes and their role in 
cognitive dysfunction. A number of genetic models for schizophrenia have been 
developed in mice based on mutations of these genes. Genetically altered mouse lines 
show many schizophrenia-like neuroanatomical and behavioural phenotypes. Mice with 
truncated Disc1 have enlarged ventricles and decreased numbers of interneurons in the 
PFC and hippocampus, both of which are directly related to pathologies in the brains of 
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patients with schizophrenia (Hikida et al, 2007; Shen et al, 2008; Brandon et al, 2009). 
These mice also exhibit hyperactivity in the open field test (Hikida et al., 2007), impaired 
learning in a T-maze (Gamo et al., 2013) and impaired executive function (Arguello & 
Gogos, 2010). Other variants are associated with poor performance in hippocampal 
dependent cognitive tasks (Callicott et al., 2005), as well as attention (Liu et al., 2006), 
and cognitive aging (Thomson, 2013). 
1.4 - Zebrafish as a model organism 
To understand the genetic and developmental basis of cognitive impairments related 
with schizophrenia, the development of more reliable predictive animal models of this 
disorder is still needed. The zebrafish model system allows for the study of mechanisms 
at the genetic, cellular and developmental level, through rapid characterisation of 
behavioural phenotyping and mutant lines (Mathur & Guo, 2010; Morris, 2009). As 
zebrafish possess a range of behavioural phenotypes that resemble aspects of human 
disease (Kalueff et al., 2013), they can be used to screen for genes that may be contribute 
to the development of schizophrenia (McCarroll, Gendelev, Keiser, & Kokel, 2016).  
Zebrafish (Danio rerio) have long been the vertebrate model of choice in 
developmental biology, including neurobiology. Alongside their practical qualities such as 
their small size (3-4 cm in length), quick reproduction (a female zebrafish can generate 
hundreds of eggs a week) and short generation time (3-4 months to become a sexually 
mature adult; see Figure 1.2), the external fertilisation and transparent embryo allows for 
in vivo monitoring of neural circuitry during early-stage development. This accessibility 
allows for easy manipulation on the developing embryo both genetically and 
pharmacologically, providing an in vivo animal model for high-throughput screens to 
identify compounds with therapeutic potential. Zebrafish have highly conserved genetic 
and physiological homology to mammals. Although not identical to higher order 
mammals, they do possess similar major neuroanatomical layout with comparative 
functionality, and all the major neurotransmitters, pathways & receptors (Mueller, 2012; 
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Panula et al., 2010; Rink & Wullimann, 2001; Wullimann, Rupp, & Reichert, 1996). Their 
genome is well characterised and its sequencing is complete, showing more than 70% of 
human genes to have at least one zebrafish orthologue (Howe et al., 2013). 
Furthermore, zebrafish display the ability to perform complex behaviours, 
including learning and memory (see reviews: Blaser & Vira, 2014; Gerlai, 2011; Miklósi & 
Andrew, 2006; Norton & Bally-Cuif, 2010). Notably, neurobehavioural assays have been 
established for both larval and adult fish (Ahmad, Noldus, Tegelenbosch, & Richardson, 
2012; Kalueff et al., 2013; Stewart et al., 2011), many of which are (or can be) fully 
automated to help facilitate high-throughput screening (Bruni, Lakhani, & Kokel, 2014; 
Gaikwad et al., 2011; Green et al., 2012; Parker et al., 2013). Collectively, these features 
make zebrafish a powerful model to study the neural and molecular basis of behaviour 
and have led to the recent increase in behavioural studies conducted in zebrafish.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.2. Zebrafish life cycle. Timeline of zebrafish development and life span. Embryo (0-72 hpf); Larvae (3-29 dpf); 
Juvenile (30-90 dpf); Adult (90 dpf-2 years). Pictured: embryos staged, larvae staged and adult staged zebrafish.  
Fertilisation
(0 hpf) 
Embryo
(0-3 dpf)
Hatching
(3 dpf)
Larvae
(3-29 dpf)
Juvenile
(30-90 dpf)
Adult
(90 dpf-2yr)
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1.4.1 - Neuroanatomy similar to mammals 
The zebrafish CNS shows similarity to humans; containing all the major structures found 
in mammals. Although the telencephalon structure differs from mammals, due to 
developmentally differences (Wullimann & Rink, 2002), many regions are identified as 
neuroanatomical homologues. Based on gene expression, the dorsal medial pallium (Dm) 
has been described as structurally and functionally homologous to the mammalian 
amygdala. Surgical studies have shown this area in the zebrafish brain to be essential for 
avoidance memory acquisition and retrieval (Portavella, Vargas, Torres, & Salas, 2002)  
Further, the dorsal lateral pallium (Dl) is thought to be homologous to the hippocampus 
(Salas, Rodríguez, Vargas, Durán, & Torres, 1996), and the subpallium as homologous to 
the striatum (Rink & Wullimann, 2001). Additionally, neurotransmitter systems relevant 
to neuropsychiatric disease are conserved in the zebrafish brain and have been well 
characterised, including GABA, glutamate, dopamine, noradrenaline and serotonin 
(Panula et al., 2006).  
1.4.2 - Genetic mutations 
With high genetic conservation, zebrafish are an appropriate model for investigation of 
the relevant cellular functions involved in neuropsychiatric disease. The first large-scale 
mutagenesis screen conducted in a vertebrate was run in the zebrafish (Driever, 1996). 
This resulted in various transgenic lines establishing models for neurological disease (for 
summary: Rinkwitz, Mourrain, & Becker, 2011). Since then an entire sequencing of the 
zebrafish genome has revealed that more than many genes correlated to schizophrenia, 
such as disc1 (Howe et al., 2013).  Studies identifying disc1 in the zebrafish show that by 
about 2 dpf disc1 is already expressed in a number of brain regions and has a critical role 
in cell migration and differentiation in the neural crest, as well as in the development of 
oligodendrocytes (Drerup, 2009; Wood et al, 2009).  
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 1.4.3 - Pharmacological manipulations  
Drug development and testing studies are easily performed in both zebrafish larvae and 
adults. As the zebrafish is highly amenable to high throughput drug screening, they 
provide the opportunity to study the behavioural effects of psychoactive compounds in 
both normally developed and disease model lines. Zebrafish are highly sensitive to all 
major classes of neuroactive drugs, including antipsychotics, anxiolytics, hallucinogens, 
and cognitive enhancers (Kalueff, Stewart, & Gerlai, 2014; Neelkantan et al., 2013). 
Additionally, zebrafish exhibit phenotypic responses to specific drugs often paralleling 
behaviour seen in rodent data. For example, zebrafish demonstrate high sensitivity to 
glutamatergic antagonism, which can be attenuated by antipsychotics (Menezes, Kist, 
Bogo, Bonan, & Da Silva, 2015; Sison & Gerlai, 2011). Consistent with evidence in acute 
and sub-chronic dosing in rodent work, the behavioural, locomotor and cognitive effects 
of NMDA receptor blockade in adult zebrafish are retained. MK-801 (dizocilpine), a non-
competitive NMDA antagonist, has been found to impair cognition, such as working 
memory (Cognato et al., 2012; Sison & Gerlai, 2011) and inhibitory avoidance learning 
(Ng et al., 2012; Seibt et al., 2011), along with inducing circling behaviour (Swain, Sigstad, 
& Scalzo, 2004) and hyperactivity (Seibt et al., 2010). However, notably, existing studies 
have primarily examined the effects of MK-801 on fish when administered either acutely 
or sub-chronically without examining the effects of developmental stage NMDA 
antagonism on later adult behaviour. Moreover, to date, only one paper has studied 
phencyclidine’s effect of zebrafish behaviour. Kyzar et al. (2012) found that acute 
administration of PCP dose-dependently increased anxiety-related behaviours in adult 
zebrafish.  
1.4.4 - Zebrafish in neurobehavioural research 
Zebrafish display a wide range of highly robust behaviours that are ideal for modelling 
neurobehavioural disorders, including behavioural domains noted in complex psychiatric 
disorders such as schizophrenia. The use of zebrafish to study cognitive function has 
significantly increased over the last decade and many procedures have been developed 
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to measure these endpoints. Many behavioural paradigms utilised in rodent research 
have been translated to accommodate the zebrafish, including tests of anxiety (Blaser, 
Chadwick, & McGinnis, 2010), sensorimotor behaviours (Chanin et al., 2012), and 
learning and memory (Blaser & Vira, 2014). Recently, a large collaborative project has 
begun to compile a comprehensive glossary detailing zebrafish behaviour (Kalueff et al., 
2013). Nearly all of these behaviours can be experimentally, genetically and/or 
pharmacologically manipulated at both larval and adult stages of development.  
1.5 - Aims of the thesis 
The overall objective of the studies presented in this thesis was to develop and validate 
zebrafish as a complementary model to rodents for the analysis of schizophrenia-related 
cognitive deficits, which are seen in specific behavioural tasks. The first specific aim was 
to establish a new behavioural assay to assess zebrafish learning and executive function 
(set-shifting). The second specific aim was to explore the underlying mechanisms involved 
in the development of cognitive dysfunction in schizophrenia through investigating the 
effects of developmental NMDA receptor blockade on locomotor activity and cognition 
at two different stages in zebrafish development [larval (6-10 dpf) and adult (>90 dpf)] 
were assessed. Additionally, these effects were compared with the potential role of disc1 
gene function on cognition and behaviour. The experiments are organised and presented 
in four separate chapters, as detailed below. 
 
 Chapter 3 investigated the motivational aspects of reward-based learning for adult 
zebrafish. As a necessary first step in validating behavioural assays for zebrafish, this 
chapter assesses the reliability of appetitive reinforcers in supporting acquisition for 
associative learning in zebrafish. Utilising a two-choice discrimination task, zebrafish 
were reinforced with the two most commonly-used reward types, social interaction 
and food reward, in order to establish which reward-type motivates fish to respond 
more consistently throughout an associative task, ultimately aiming to facilitate the 
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standardisation of zebrafish behavioural assays, with which the biological mechanisms 
of learning could be studied, a goal that could lead to better understanding of the 
genetics of healthy and dysfunctional cognition in other vertebrates. 
 
 Chapter 4 aimed to translate, develop and validate the rodent set-shifting tasks to a 
zebrafish model. This was done by further developing the two-choice discrimination 
abilities found in Chapter 3 into an attentional set-shifting task. A variety of stimulus 
pairs were pilot-tested, before then being used as compound stimuli. The goal was to 
validate an assay that could be used to test schizophrenia-related deficits in executive 
function in the zebrafish. 
 
 In Chapter 5, the aim was to characterise and compare phenotypic behaviour of 6-10 
dpf wild-type larvae treated sub-chronically with PCP with that of disc1 mutant larval 
zebrafish, with the goal validating a pharmacological and a genetic model of 
schizophrenia in zebrafish. The chapter specifically aimed to: 1) understand the role 
of the NMDA system in zebrafish behaviour and learning by examining how early 
developmental administration of PCP alters locomotion and non-associative learning 
(i.e. habituation) and 2) compare these behaviours to any effects due to a disc1 gene 
mutation.  
 
 Chapter 6 examines the cognitive and locomotor behaviour of two separate adult 
zebrafish models of schiziophrenia across a battery of behavioural assays. The aim was 
to characterise the impact of early developmental exposure to NMDA blockade (from 
Chapter 5), and compare these effects to those of a genetic model, disc1. The goal was 
to validate early-life PCP exposure in the zebrafish as a neurodevelopmental, 
pharmacological model for studying schizophrenia-related cognitive deficits and to 
secondly, study the role of the disc1 gene in adult learning and behaviour.  
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Chapter 2 
 
 
 
 
General Materials and Methods 
 
 
 
This chapter contains descriptions of general protocols used over the 
course of this thesis, including animal husbandry, behaviour 
training procedures, and apparatus. Differences in the general 
protocol will be explained in the relevant experimental chapters.  
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2.1 - Experimental animals 
2.1.1 - Fish husbandry 
Zebrafish were housed in aquarium water consisting of de-chlorinated water with added 
salts (referred to as ‘system water’ throughout the remainder of this thesis) and 
maintained at 27-28°C, under a constant light-dark regime, a 14:10 hr schedule (lights on 
at 7 am). Subjects used in Chapters 1 and 2 were obtained from the University of 
Edinburgh breeding facility. All subsequent chapters’ subjects were bred and reared in 
the Biological Sciences Unit at Queen Mary, University of London. Adult zebrafish were 
fed twice daily with a diet of dry flake food supplemented with blood worm and live 
artemia. Embryos were cultured at 28°C until 10 days post fertilization (dpf) when they 
were transferred to the main recirculating aquarium system. From 5 dpf larval fish were 
fed ZM-000 fry food (ZM Systems). From 10 dpf, fish were additional fed paramecia. All 
experimental procedures were carried out under the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act, 
1986, under local ethical guidelines (University of St Andrews; Queen Mary University of 
London). 
2.1.2 - Embryo collection (marbling) 
Embryos were collected by placing male and female zebrafish pairs in false bottomed, or 
marbled (according to Westerfield, 2000), breeding boxes the evening before the 
embryos were required. The following morning upon light cycle activation, the female 
releases her eggs, which were then fertilised by the male. Embryos fall through the mesh 
or marbles to prevent the offspring from being eaten and can be collected from the 
bottom container. Collected embryos were then placed in a petri dish at a maximum of 
50 embryos per dish. The water was changed daily, and dead embryos and other residue 
were removed to help prevent mould and avoid bacterial infections. The embryos were 
then examined under a microscope to determine fertilisation and staged according to 
their morphology as outline by Kimmel et al. (1995). All fertilised eggs were incubated at 
28°C to allow for normal development. 
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2.1.3 - Zebrafish strains 
Experiments utilising wild-type zebrafish were performed with the Tubïngen (TU) strain. 
Disrupted-in-Schizophrenia1 (disc1) mutant studies were performed with two separate 
point mutation lines, disc1L115 and disc1Y472 which have been described previously 
elsewhere (De Rienzo et al., 2011). The mutant lines were provided by Dr Jon Wood 
(Department of Neuroscience, University of Sheffield). Identified mutants were incrossed 
to generate and maintain homozygous and heterozygous mutant lines. 
2.2 - Genotyping 
To genotype zebrafish lines, DNA extraction from fin tissue was performed to provide the 
genetic material to identify carriers of the genetic mutation from wild type siblings. Adult 
zebrafish, approximately three to nine months old, were anaesthetised using 0.7 mL of 
Aquased (100% 2-phenoxyethanol) in a one litre tank of system water. Once fully 
anaesthetised, fish were then removed from tank and fin clipping was performed. 4 mm2 
of the tail fin was removed by scalpel. The ‘fin clips’ were then placed in an Eppendorf 
containing 1 mL of 100% ethanol and stored at -20°C until ready to be processed further. 
Fish were placed individually in tanks for identification until genotyping was complete. 
The DNA material was outsourced to the Genome Centre, Queen Mary for identification. 
2.3 - Behavioural testing 
All adult behavioural testing was performed between 10:00 am and 19:00 pm, using tanks 
with water adjusted to the home tank temperature. To reduce stress, fish were pair 
housed one week prior to all testing. All larval behavioural testing was performed 
between 12:00 pm and 15:00 pm. From 6 dpf, larvae fish were housed separately in their 
own individual well within a multi-well plate for ease of tracking and statistical analysis. 
From 7 dpf, ZM-000 fry food was added to the well at the end of testing each day. Fresh 
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water was changed out from the wells daily. Table 2.1 provides a summary of the 
behavioural assays used in each chapter.  
 
Table 2.1. Summary of behavioural assays and unconditioned stimuli used in the relevant chapters. 
 Chapter & Behavioural Assay  Unconditioned Stimulus 
Larval Chapter 5 
Locomotor assay 
Startle habituation 
N/A 
 
Adult Chapter 3 
Two-choice discrimination 
  
ZM-400 protein food pellets & 
Conspecific shoaling video 
 Chapter 4 
Two-choice discrimination 
Reversal learning/set-shifting 
 
ZM-400 protein food pellets 
Conspecific shoaling video 
 Chapter 6 
Reversal learning 
Avoidance learning 
Novel tank diving 
 
ZM-400 protein food pellets 
Electric shock 
-------------------- 
         
 
2.3.1 - Appetitive rewards 
ZM-400 food pellets (60% protein) were used as an appetitive food reward where 
needed. In Chapter 3, a 10 seconds (sec) conspecific video of an animated shoal was 
projected into the testing tank to act as the social reward (see Figure 2.1 for still image 
from reward video). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1. Still image of the conspecific video used as an appetitive social interaction reward. An equal number of 
animated fish moved across the screen towards the left and right sides of the screen. This allowed the experimental 
animal to ‘shoal’ with the video.  
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2.3.2 - Two-choice discrimination tank and procedure (Chapters 3 & 4) 
The testing apparatus used in simple stimuli discriminations and in the set-shifting assay 
was a custom built rectangular glass aquarium (height x width x length: 21.5 cm x 20.5 
cm x 29.5 cm) (see Figure 2.2). Three of the tank’s walls were fitted with non-reflective 
wall covers to block view of the outside environment, while the remaining glass wall was 
perpendicularly affixed with an opaque partition to section off the two choice chambers. 
The holding area was divided from the choice area by a 21 cm clear plastic divider, which 
could be raised and lowered as needed. The tank was filled to a depth of 10 cm of water 
for testing. 
 
 
Figure 2.2. Schematic of two-choice testing tank. Above left is an overheard view of the apparatus. Above right is a 
side view; with an opaque barrier dividing the two choice arenas, an LCD computer monitor on one end to project 
stimuli and a removable Plexiglas divider between holding area and reward/choice chambers.  
 
 
Habituation: Habituation training consisted of one 20 minute (min) session per day 
over six consecutive days. Habituation sessions were used to reduce stress caused from 
exposure to the novel environment and familiarise the fish with the behavioural 
apparatus. During each session, the experimental room lights were off, but the housing 
tank lights provided a small amount of illumination to the room and the LCD computer 
monitor projected a neutral color (grey) into the testing apparatus. To minimize stress 
from handling (netting) each fish was individually transported to the tank via a small 
2
0
.5
cm
 
29.5cm 
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container filled with home tank water. The fish was then allowed to swim freely in the 
sections of the testing tank for 20 min. After this time, the session was terminated, the 
divider was lowered to restrict the fish’s movement to the holding area, and the fish was 
removed from the testing tank and placed back into its container in the housing tank.  
Stimulus preference test: In order to test for any natural preferences towards the 
visual stimuli, an initial preference test was performed before discrimination training 
began. Fish were habituated in the testing tank for 10 min prior to the session. After 10 
min, the stimulus pair was randomly assigned to the two choice chambers of the tank and 
constantly presented for 10 min on both sides. During this time, the position of the fish 
in the tank is recorded and the time spent in each choice chamber is calculated. 
Shaping approach response: To facilitate successful acquisition of the association 
between a visual stimuli and the reward a shaping procedure was conducted. Each fish 
received three days of behaviour shaping. On the first day a neutral stimulus was 
projected through both choice chambers to indicate the availability of reward.  After a 1-
3 sec delay, reward was delivered regardless of the fish’s position in the testing tank. The 
light stimulus remained on until the fish collected the reward. Once reward was collected, 
the stimulus was terminated (black screen was projected) and a new trial began. On day 
two, reward was paired with the fishes’ response to the light stimulus. Reward was 
delivered when the fish crossed into either of the two choice chambers following the light 
stimulus illuminating. Once the fish returned to the holding area or no entrance into a 
choice chamber after 90 sec, a new trial began. The final day of response shaping testing 
continued similar to day two, with the addition of the use of the removable divider. 
Following habituation, the divider was lowered, restricting the fishes’ movement to the 
holding area. After a 10 sec intertrial interval (ITI), the stimulus light was switched on and 
the divider was raised. If the fish swam into either of the chambers, the divider was 
lowered restricting it to the chamber area it chose, and the reward was given. The light 
stimulus was terminated after 10 sec, the divider was raised, and the fish was allowed to 
swim back into the home area. The divider was then lowered, marking the end of the 
trial. 
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Discrimination training: After approach response shaping concluded, the fish began 
stimulus discrimination training. After habituation, the fish was confined to the holding 
area. A trial began with the visual stimuli projected, and the divider raised, allowing the 
fish to enter either choice chamber. Once the fish entered one of the two choice 
chambers, the divider was lowered to prevent the fish from re-entering the holding area 
of the tank without collecting reward. If the fish swam into the rewarded choice chamber 
area, this was scored as a correct response and a reward was delivered immediately. After 
10 sec, the stimuli were switched off and the divider was raised to allow the fish to return 
to the holding chamber. If the fish entered the chamber where the unrewarded stimulus 
was presented, the fish was confined to the chamber for 10 sec without reinforcement 
and then returned to the start area to start the next trial. If the fish did not exit the choice 
chamber, it was gently guided back. If the fish did not enter either of the choice chambers 
within 90 sec, both stimuli were switched off and a new trial started. For each trial, the 
time taken to exit the holding area and enter a choice chamber (response latency), as 
well as response accuracy, was recorded. Each stimulus discrimination training session 
consisted of 20 trials, each separated by a 10 sec ITI. A quasi-random process was used 
to designate a chamber as rewarded, and each chamber was designated for 10 of the 20 
trials to prevent development of a chamber preference. At the end of the 20 trials, the 
fish was removed from the testing tank and returned to the home tank.  
2.3.3 - Reversal learning automated tank and procedure (Chapter 6) 
A Plexiglas tank (filled with system water at a level of 10 cm) was used for all training 
procedures in the reversal learning task (see Figure 2.3). The tank (height x width x length: 
25 cm including lid x 18 cm x 30 cm) contained opaque acrylic inserts that made the tank 
opaque (to minimise distractions for the fish) and tapered the tank to form a square 
compartment for food-reward collection (a food ‘magazine’). The base of the tank had a 
grid cut into it to allow surplus food to sink to bottom without the fish being able to get 
to it outside of a trial. The tank was covered by a lid which could be programmed to 
automatically present stimuli and deliver food-reward. Two 6 cm x 2 cm clear acrylic 
blocks were situated near the rear of the tank which presented the LED light source and 
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contained infrared (IR) photocell light beams for detecting the fish. When the light was 
illuminated, the plastic block and the surrounding environment lit up. If the fish swam 
underneath the block, the photocell beam would break (similar to a ‘nose poke’ in a 
rodent operant task), triggering the program to recognise either a ‘correct’ or ‘incorrect’ 
choice, and appropriately trigger the food dispenser. Reward was delivered via a linear 
stepper motor which produced a rotary output that collected food pellets and released 
them midway through its cycle into a clear cylinder in the water of the tank. This sheltered 
food-reward area extended into the water as to not allow food to disburse throughout 
the tank. 
 
                 
       
 
Figure 2.3. Automated two-choice discrimination tank. Top left: Inside of the testing tank. The floor of the tank had a 
grid underneath the sheltered food arena to obscure any food that had fallen without being consumed. Top right: 
Example of LED light stimulus which is illuminated from the transparent IR light blocks where the fish needed to make 
its response Bottom left: A view of the testing tank with the mechanical ‘lid’ in place. Bottom right: The automated 
food dispenser was operated by a motorised rotating cylinder which dropped the food into the open top of the 
sheltered food arena.  
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The reversal learning procedure in the automated tank set-up followed a similar 
procedural structure to the two-choice discrimination from Chapters 3 and 4, beginning 
with a habituation week and followed by shaping approach behaviour, stimulus light 
training and then two-choice discrimination. All training consisted of 20 trials daily. 
Shaping approach behaviour: Following habituation, fish were trained to associate 
the vibrations and noise caused by the food dispenser’s ‘tapper’ knocking with food 
delivery and swim to the sheltered food arena. Training continued for four days. On the 
fifth day, a probe trial was given in which each fish experienced 10 trials separated by a 
50 sec ITI. The criteria to progress to stimulus light training was response to 6 out of 10 
trials; measured as the fish entering the sheltered food-reward arena within two sec of 
the conditioned stimulus (CS+) presentation. 
Stimulus light training: Each fish was now trained to associate the presence of a 
neutral LED light with food-reward. The lights were illuminated in both of the two IR light 
blocks simultaneously, and the fish needed to swim underneath the block, breaking the 
IR beam, which triggered the food dispenser to release food. The lights were illuminated 
for up to 20 sec or until the fish successfully triggered the IR beam, followed by a 50 sec 
ITI. Once the fish was successfully triggering the IR beams to receive food-reward, the 
light was then only illuminated in one IR light block at a time and this light was not 
presented in a light block three or more times consecutively. This procedure continued 
until the criterion of 80% correct triggers was reached for two consecutive days.  
Two-choice discrimination: The two-choice colour discrimination stage followed the 
general procedure followed as in stimulus light training, with the addition of two coloured 
light stimuli. A blue and a green LED light illuminated from each of the lights blocks. 
Presentation of the coloured lights was simultaneous, and counterbalanced across both 
sides of the tank. Each colour was only presented a maximum of two consecutive times 
on a given side. The stimulus lights were illuminated for a maximum of 20 sec. If the fish 
triggered either light block, the stimuli were immediately terminated and a 50 sec ITI 
began before another trial began. Triggering the rewarded light block, resulted in the 
food dispenser dropping food into the sheltered arena at the front of the tank. At the end 
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of the training session, the fish was removed from the testing tank and returned to their 
home tank. Criterion for discrimination training was 80% correct trials from the trials 
attempted (corrects/(corrects+incorrects)*100) and a minimum of 10 trials completed 
per day. 
Reversal learning: After reaching two-choice discrimination training criteria, the 
stimulus-reward contingencies were reversed. The procedure followed as before, but the 
previously un-reinforced stimulus became the reinforced stimulus and the previously 
reinforced stimulus should be ignored.  Training continued until the criterion was met. 
2.3.4 - Novel tank diving tank and procedure (Chapter 6) 
To evaluate the anxiety-related behaviours of adult zebrafish, the novel tank diving test 
was performed. Conceptually similar to the rodent open-field test, the novel tank diving 
test exploits the zebrafish’s natural instinct to dive to the bottom of the tank and limit 
exploration until they perceive it safe to swim to the upper arenas. Zebrafish were singly 
housed for one week prior to behavioural testing. On the day of testing, they were given 
one hr to acclimate to the experimental room. Fish were placed individually in a 
trapazoidally shaped 1.5 L plastic tank (height x width x length: 15.2 cm x 7.1 cm x 27.9 
cm at the top x 22.5 cm at the bottom) maximally filled with system water (Figure 2.4). 
The tank is back lined with a white acrylic sheet to provide contrast for tracking and sat 
on a stable surface. Recording began immediately after the fish was introduced to the 
tank and each trial lasted five min. All fish only experienced the tank diving assay once. 
For analysis, the tank was divided equally into three arenas (top, middle, and bottom). 
The position in the arenas is taken as an index of anxiety, and therefore, time spent in the 
arenas, total swim path length and transitions into the top arena were measured.  
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Figure 2.4. Novel tank diving assay. Left: Image of experimental tank set up. Fish are placed in the tank for 5 min and 
filmed from the side for tracking. Right: Schematic of experimental tank and initial response in the tank-diving assay. 
 
 
 
2.3.5 - Classical avoidance conditioning tank & procedure (Chapter 6) 
Zebrafish were trained individually in fully automated zebrafish shuttle-boxes connected 
to a programmer and shocker unit. The zebrafish shuttle-box consisted of a one litre 
system water-filled tank (height x width x length: 16.5 cm x 10 cm x 11 cm) positioned on 
top of a LCD computer monitor, which was used to project stimuli through the bottom of 
the tank. Solid grey colouring and a checked black and white pattern stimuli covered half 
of the tank each when presented (see Figure 2.5). The fishes’ position in the tank were 
monitored by an IR camera with its light box located under the tank. On both ends of the 
tank were two stainless steel plates (height x width: 5 cm x 9 cm) that were connected to 
a shocker unit via electrode clamp cables. The shocker unit consisted of an accupulser 
and a stimulus generator (Iso-Tech IPS 4303). The testing tank was contained in a sound 
proof chamber. CS+ was fully counterbalanced across dose groups and genotype groups. 
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Figure 2.5. Schematic of active avoidance learning tank. A 0.9V electric shock occurs in the presence of a visual stimulus 
to elicit avoidance behaviour in zebrafish. 
 
 
The training procedure began with the zebrafish placed in the shuttle-boxes for five min 
of habituation. Afterwards, both stimuli were presented simultaneously, switching sides 
of the tank every five min for a total of 30 min, allowing for baseline measures of stimulus 
preference. Following this, a minute and a half aversive conditioning trial began, with the 
stimuli singly presented across the entire bottom of the tank. The stimulus stayed on for 
30 sec before changing to the opposite stimulus. The order in which the stimuli were 
presented was counterbalanced. When the subjects’ assigned CS+ was present, a mild 
electrical shock (0.9 V/cm AC, pulsed 100 ms on) was administered every 20 sec through 
the water by means of the electrodes, for a total of nine shocks in total across the one 
and a half min, until the stimulus was turned off. A five min probe trial began immediately 
following the shock trial. Both stimuli were again presented together and changed 
positions after two min. The percentage of time spent in the unconditioned stimulus    
(CS-) arena was monitored and used as an indicator of avoidance response. After the 
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session was completed, fish were quickly euthanised with an overdose of Aquased (100% 
2-phenoxyethanol). 
2.3.6 - Tracking of fish movement 
Where needed, fish movement was tracked live using Ethovision (Noldus Information 
Technology, Wageningen, Netherlands) software version 11.2. The dynamic subtraction 
method was used to detect objects that were darker than the background. Tracks were 
analysed for a total distanced moved (cm), velocity (cm/sec) and total time (sec) spent in 
designated arenas. 
2.3.7 - Statistical analysis 
Data were analysed primarily using repeated-measures analyses of variance (ANOVA), 
with the specific factors and levels reported in each chapter. When significant 
interactions between the factors were found in the “omnibus” ANOVA tests, simple main-
effects analyses were conducted with additional ANOVA tests restricted to the relevant 
factors and levels. The F-values associated with the simple main-effects or simple 
interactions were recomputed using the appropriate error term and degrees of freedom 
from the omnibus ANOVA (Winer, 1971). Where necessary, Greenhouse Geisser or 
Huynh-Feldt corrections were applied to data which violated the assumption of 
sphericity. Variations in, or additional, statistical measures are stated in relevant 
chapters. Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS for Windows (version 22.0). 
Graphs are plotted using Sigmaplot 12.0. The alpha-level for statistical significance was 
(p≤ 0.05). 
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Chapter 3 
 
 
 
 
What Motivates Zebrafish? 
Assessing Associative Learning in a 
Two-Choice Discrimination Task in 
the Zebrafish (Danio rerio) 
 
 
 
This chapter explores the motivational values of two commonly-used 
appetitive reinforcers in zebrafish behavioural research, food and 
social interaction. The aim was to measure quantifiably, across 
repeated trials, both the stability rate of response to particular 
rewards and the rate of learning in a two choice discrimination task. 
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3.1 - Introduction 
In the recent upsurge of behavioural studies (mainly adapted from rodent learning 
research), adult zebrafish have demonstrated the capacity to perform successfully in a 
range of learning tasks, suggesting evolutionary conservation of these learning 
behaviours across species. For example, zebrafish have successfully performed both non-
associative and associative learning tasks, including habituation (Best et al., 2008; Wong 
et al., 2010), conditioned place preference (Mathur, Lau, & Guo, 2011), avoidance 
learning (Xu, Scott-Scheiern, Kempker, & Simons, 2007), latent learning (Gómez-Laplaza 
& Gerlai, 2010), reversal learning (Parker et al., 2012), appetitive choice discrimination 
(Bilotta, Risner, Davis, & Haggbloom, 2005), and visual discrimination learning (Colwill, 
Raymond, Ferreira, & Escudero, 2005; Mueller & Neuhauss, 2012). 
In all animal models of learning, it is important that species-appropriate 
reinforcement is used to ensure reliable responding. Without appropriate reinforcement, 
the motivation to respond, or to seek out the reward, will decrease. Reinforcers need to 
produce a high level of incentive saliency, while also not causing satiation quickly. For 
example, rodent tasks exploit natural foraging behaviours and rewards are often food 
based. Currently, two appetitive reinforcers are used in zebrafish research: food and 
social interaction.  
Food reward has been used successfully in zebrafish learning tasks, but has 
produced variable results. This may be due to a number of factors, but a key limitation is 
rapid satiation to food. Zebrafish can subsist without food for several days and will remain 
satiated for long periods of time after eating (Matthews, Trevarrow, & Matthews, 2002), 
decreasing motivation to respond. By contrast, with social interaction zebrafish are 
reinforced with the sight of conspecifics. As a social species, they naturally seek out and 
join a group of zebrafish (Miller & Gerlai, 2007; Saverino & Gerlai, 2008; Spence, Gerlach, 
Lawrence, & Smith, 2007). This natural tendency has also been utilised successfully as a 
positive reinforcer in associative learning tasks (Al-Imari & Gerlai, 2008; Gómez-Laplaza 
& Gerlai, 2010; Sison & Gerlai, 2010) and these learning effects are seen using both live 
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and computerised stimulus fish (Qin, Wong, Seguin, & Gerlai, 2014). One major 
advantage of social interaction over food based reinforcement is it does not appear to 
satiate (Al-Imari & Gerlai, 2008). However, in both reinforcement contingencies there are 
inconsistencies across studies in the number of trials per testing session. A systematic 
analysis of the number of trials before satiation occurs for both reward types will ensure 
any performance effects seen are an accurate measure of learning and not a measure of 
diminished motivation. 
To date, little is known about the incentive values of reward stimuli used in 
zebrafish research. Therefore, the goal of this chapter was to investigate whether food 
and social interaction readily facilitate acquisition of an associative learning task at the 
same rate. To do this, the number of consecutive trials that can be performed, for either 
reward was measured. The aim was to establish the point at which the motivational state 
of the animal and the incentive value of the reward diminishes. In other words: how many 
trials can be completed before satiation to reward occurs. Firstly, response rates to both 
rewards were compared by shaping an approach behaviour. As zebrafish satiate rapidly 
after a short period of feeding, it was expected that the fish would complete more trials 
per session when reinforced with social interaction. Following this, if rewards were found 
to differ in incentive saliency, the strength in response rates should change following a 
reward shift. Fish were subjected to a shift in reward following acquisition of a two-choice 
visual discrimination task.  
Moreover, it is well established that, for zebrafish, being within a group increases 
foraging success and helps protect against predation (Brown & Laland, 2003; Krause & 
Ruxton, 2002). However, individuals within the group will compete for and defend food 
sources from conspecifics (Hamilton & Dill, 2002; Milinski, 1988). Resources that are small 
can lead to “within-group scramble” competition, where individuals will frantically 
attempt to consume the food source before conspecifics can get to it (Hirsch, 2007). 
Thus, it was predicted that feeding competition amongst hungry zebrafish would alter 
response behaviour. To examine whether incentive to respond could be increased, a 
group of zebrafish were reinforced with social interaction and food reward concurrently. 
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The aim of this experiment was to evaluate zebrafish visual discrimination abilities and to 
quantify motivational responding toward different reward contingencies. 
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3.2 - Materials & Methods 
3.2.1 - Subjects 
Twenty-six experimentally naïve wild-type adult zebrafish (Danio rerio) were used. All fish 
were ~ 9 months old at the beginning of training. No information regarding sex was 
recorded. 
3.2.2 - Apparatus 
All behavioural training and testing took place in the custom built 2-choice tank described 
in section 2.3.2.1. 
3.2.3 - Stimuli 
Stimuli were created in Microsoft PowerPoint 2010 and illuminated from an LCD 
computer monitor (CTX, model S962A) that was placed against the clear end of the tank. 
The coloured stimuli were pair matched based on luminance and wavelength similarities 
(blue: 98, 42, and 240, luminance 10.3 and green: 25, 109, 41, luminance 10.3). 
3.2.4 - Procedure 
Zebrafish were trained as described in section 2.3.2.2. The fishes’ diets were restricted to 
encourage the association between reward and the stimulus. Fish rewarded with social 
interaction received a small amount of flake food in the morning. Fish assigned to receive 
food reward were restricted to the earned food during testing. All groups were feed 
under normal conditions at the weekend. Table 3.1 shows the general procedure used. 
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Table 3.1. Two choice colour discrimination training procedure. 
Stage Description Timeline  
 
1. Habituation 
 
Fish allowed to swim freely throughout the tank. No barrier used. 
 
Days 1-6 
2. Colour 
Preference Test 
Both colour choice stimuli illuminated. Allowed to enter and remain in 
either choice chamber. No barrier used. Time spent in either choice 
chamber calculated. 
 
Day 7 
3. Shaping 
Approach 1  
Fish allowed to swim freely throughout tank. Neutral stimulus light 
illuminated, and remained on until reward collection. No barrier. 
Day 8 
4. Shaping 
Approach 2 
Neutral stimulus light illuminated. Entry into either choice chamber 
during illumination reinforced with assigned reward. No barrier.  
Day 9 
5. Shaping 
Approach 3 
White stimulus light illuminated. Reward available on entry to one of 
the choice chambers. Barrier down after response. 10 sec ITI (fish in 
holding area, barrier down and stimulus off).  
  
Day 10 
6. Training phase  Initially the barrier is lifted and the trial starts following a 10 sec ITI. CS+ 
illuminated in random order on either side on tank. Barrier down after 
both correct and incorrect responses, with reward given after correct 
entry. 10 sec pause with fish in choice chamber, stimuli remain on. Then, 
barrier lifted, fish allowed to move back to the holding area, followed by 
a 10 sec ITI before a new trial begins. 
Days 11-20 
7. Reward shift  As in 6, except fish reward shifted to the opposite contingency. No shift 
for the group receiving both rewards concurrently.  
Days 21-30 
   
 
 
The shaping procedure in this chapter served two purposes: to shape the fish to swim 
into one of the two choice chamber arenas and to quantify the number of trials for which 
a fish will sustain motivation to respond to a conditioned stimulus (CS+). This was 
achieved by measuring the number of trials in which the fish would continue to respond 
for reward. Each fish was assigned to a reward group, with eight fish assigned to food 
reward and eight fish receiving social interaction. Over three days, fish learned to 
associate a light stimulus with the availability of a reward (i.e., ZM-400 protein pellet or 
conspecific video). Trials continued until an observable decline in reward collection 
occurred. In the food reward group, this was measured by refusal to consume the pellet 
three or more trials consecutively. In the social interaction group, this was measured by 
observable distance from shoaling: operationalised by the fish not seeking out the video, 
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but free swimming in the chamber and not along the wall where the shoal video is 
projected, again seen consecutively across three trials.  
In stimulus discrimination training the previously assigned reward groups were 
further split into two CS+ stimulus groups with eight fish rewarded for responses to the 
blue stimulus and eight fish rewarded for the green stimulus (i.e., four each from the 
social interaction group and four from the food reward group). To investigate whether 
both rewards facilitate acquisition of a discrimination equally and whether the strength 
in responding diminishes following a reward shift, on day 11 of training both groups’ 
assigned reward category was reversed. The group originally receiving the social 
interaction reinforcement were now receiving a food reward and the group initially 
receiving food reward were switched to the social interaction with the rewarded stimulus 
and all other procedural steps remaining the same as the previous ten days. As it was 
anticipated that feeding competition would increase motivation to respond, a third 
“concurrent reward” group followed the same procedure with the exception of receiving 
both the social interaction video and the food reward following each correct response. 
With no reward shift for this group, training continued similarly through day 20. 
3.2.5 - Statistical analysis 
Initial colour preference testing was analysed using a paired t-test, comparing total time 
spent in the different coloured area of the tank. Conditioned responding was analysed 
using a repeated measure analyses of variance (RMANOVA), with reward group (social 
interaction vs. food) as the between-subjects factor and training days as the repeated 
factor (three days). To investigate the effect of reward type (social interaction, food 
reward, or both rewards) across training days (20 days) on accuracy and latency during 
stimulus-discrimination training, RMANOVAs were performed. In the case of significant 
effects found in the “omnibus” ANOVA tests, simple main-effects analyses were 
conducted with additional ANOVA tests restricted to the relevant factors and levels.  
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3.3 - Results 
3.3.1 - Colour preference in naïve zebrafish 
Experimentally naïve zebrafish showed no significant colour preference towards either 
green or blue, as indicated by an equal time spent in either choice chamber. During the 
20 min testing, they spent 7 min and 42 sec (±39.2 sec) in the blue area; 7 min and 32 sec 
(±37.5 sec) in the green area, (no significant difference: t(8)=-.222, p=.83). The remaining 
time (approximately 5 min or 25% of the time) was spent in the area of the tank where 
the fish were introduced, the holding area, which was slightly smaller than either choice 
chamber.  
3.3.2 - Shaping an approach response to a light stimulus 
The probability of an approach response (the total number of approaches in a session as 
a function of the total number of stimulus presentations) increased in all fish over the 
three days of shaping, as shown in Figure 3.1a, (Day, F(2,20)=36.48, p=.007, Day 1, 
M=53%  ±1.9 to Day 3, M=74% ±1.6). There was no difference between either reward-
type, indicating that food and video were equally effective reinforcement and learning 
was equally rapid with either, (Reward, F(1,10)=1.55, p=.24, n.s.; Day x Reward, 
F(2,20)=.65, p=.53, n.s.). 
As expected, when behavior was reinforced with the video, responding was 
maintained for more trials than when behavior was reinforced with food, (Group, 
F(1,10)=32.78, p<.001). Although this group difference was seen on each of the three 
days, the number of reinforced trials increased each day in the socially reinforced fish, 
but the food reinforced fish did not show an increase in trials over the three days (Day x 
Group interaction, F(2,20)=6.41, p=.007). In the context of a similar increase in 
percentage of reinforced trials, this indicates that satiation is faster for food compared to 
social reinforcement. On day three, the food reinforced fish completed an average of 13 
trials, while the socially reinforced fish completed 37 trials (see Figure 3.1b).  
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For new learning, it would be necessary to equate the number of trials each group 
performed. Therefore, this information was used to infer that both groups were likely to 
continue working for up to about 20 trials per session: beyond this there would be a risk 
that the food reinforced group would be likely to stop working and so have reduced 
exposure to the stimuli.  
 
 
 
Figure 3.1. Shaping an approach response. a.: Probability of approach response. Both rewards facilitated acquisition 
of the response. b.: Mean completed approach responses. Food reinforced fish completed less trials compared to the 
socially rewarded fish. Data expressed as mean ± SEM. (*) indicates significance between group on the training day.  
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3.3.3 - Two-choice colour discrimination accuracy 
 
Having ascertained that zebrafish do not have a bias to approach green or blue stimuli 
preferentially and that both social interaction and food reward were equally efficacious 
in reinforcing approach behavior, this experiment compared the different reinforcers 
individually and given together in the context of acquisition and maintenance of a two-
choice (blue-green) colour discrimination. All groups acquired the discrimination and, 
once it was learned and the reinforcer was changed on day 11, responding was 
maintained at the same level. Figure 3.2 shows the increase in choice accuracy across the 
20 training days for all three reward groups, (Day, corrected-F(18.69,205.59)=5.29, 
p<.0001).  
 
 
Figure 3.2. Colour discrimination choice accuracy. All reward types were able to facilitate the discrimination and 
maintain responding. Dashed line shows chance level responding and red arrow denotes when the reward shift 
occurred. Data expressed as mean ± SEM.  
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3.3.4 - Two-choice colour discrimination latency 
Notwithstanding that the different rewards were equally reinforcing and supported 
acquisition and maintenance of responding to an equivalent degree, choice latency was 
different, with fish responding significantly slower when reinforced with social interaction 
alone compared to both food reinforced fish and when social interaction and food were 
given together, (Group, F(2,22)=5.15, p=.015). Figure 3.3 shows the decrease in latency 
to respond over the first 10 training days, which was greater in the food reinforced fish 
compared to the concurrent reward and social interaction groups, (Day x Reward 
interaction, corrected-F(6.30,69.35)=2.62, p=.022). There was a significant difference 
between the groups on days 1, 6, 7 and 8 of acquisition, (p<.05). Changing reward type 
on day 11 also had an impact of choice latency, with the fish now being given social 
reinforcement showing increased latency to respond compared to both the fish shifted 
to food reinforcement and fish continuing with concurrent rewarding. Differences in 
latency following reward shift were found beginning on day 15, and again on days 17 and 
18, (p<.05; see Figure 3.3 inset). 
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Figure 3.3. Response latency across training days. Response latencies decreased across the first 10 training days for all reward types. However, socially reinforced fish were overall slower 
than food and concurrently reinforced fish. Inset: Reward shift significantly reversed latency responses, shifting to social reward from food reward slowed responding compared to moving 
from social to food reward and continued concurrent reward. (*) indicates significance between groups for that training day, (p<.05). Data expressed as mean ± SEM. 
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3.4 - Discussion 
This chapter examined the effects of food and social reward on appetitively motivated 
learning in zebrafish. We showed that zebrafish are capable of acquiring a classically 
conditioned appetitive response, and instrumentally transferring this response. Both 
rewards facilitated the conditioned response of approaching the choice chamber and we 
found all rewards were able to maintain learned behaviours within a two-choice 
discrimination. 
While both social interaction and food reward increased the probability of 
approach behaviour equally, fish reinforced with social interaction were able to complete 
more trials overall on each of the days of initial response training. This finding was not 
unexpected as, physiologically, zebrafish can stay active for several days without eating. 
Due to their small size and low metabolism, they may not need to forage regularly, 
leading to lower motivation to seek and find food, and consequently why we saw 
responding quickly diminish across the repeated trials each day. The need to seek out 
conspecifics is also intrinsically motivated for zebrafish and we found they were able to 
sustain the motivation to join the group of conspecifics longer than food reward. This 
response did also eventually decrease during each daily training session. This may reflect 
further habituation to testing tank throughout the session, leading to reduced fear and 
therefore, diminished motivation to be close to shoal-mates.  
A learned incentive value of Pavlovian stimuli can continue to have an effect in 
instrumental conditioning. This effect, known as ‘Pavlovian-Instrumental Transfer,’ 
broadly, assumes if a stimulus has incentive value to an animal (e.g. water for a thirsty 
rat) it can go on to enhance performance of behaviour when performed in the same or 
similar motivational states (Dickinson & Balleine, 1994). During instrumental training, we 
initially trained fish to respond to a colour stimulus paired with the same reward received 
during classical conditioning. Zebrafish showed improvement of choice accuracy and 
response times as a result of number of training days completed, reflecting acquisition. 
This result supports previous findings demonstrating that zebrafish can learn a simple 
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two-choice visual discrimination (Colwill et al., 2005; Fetsko, 2002; Mueller & Neuhauss, 
2012).  
All three reward types, food, social interaction and both rewards together, 
effectively increased correct choices. The discrimination was quickly learned within 6 
days of training. Moreover, after day 10 (following the reward shift), all groups were 
capable of maintaining this learnt associative responding. We did not find any evidence 
that using both rewards together improved choice responding over either of the single 
reward groups.  
Fish given food reward began discrimination training with higher response times 
compared to both social interaction and concurrent reward groups. Concurrent 
reinforcement did initially produce significantly lower latencies than the food only 
reward, but by the second day of training these two groups had equivalent response 
times. This may possibly be due to the need to find the food reward. While the delivery 
of the food reward remained near to the CS+, the pellets are small and would need to be 
discovered; whereas the sight of the conspecific video is obvious. This may have caused 
the fish to miss the food during some of the initial trials, before the fish was able to learn 
the association of colour as CS+. The food rewarded fishes’ latencies fell from day three 
and went on to remain faster than social reinforcement throughout the remainder of the 
initial 10 days of training.  
A negative behavioural contrast occurs when the expectation of a more salient 
reinforcer decreases responding when subsequently presented with a less incentivised 
one. Here we saw that the fish shifted to social interaction maintain their response time 
during the first four days following reward shift, but on day 15 (day five post-shift) 
response times significantly slow, showing the ability to associate the new reward with 
the discrimination but indicating that the motivation to seek out the social reward is 
lower. Moreover, fish shifted to social interaction from food responded significantly 
faster suggesting a higher motivation to obtain the food. These findings demonstrate that 
zebrafish are capable of learning and transferring incentive saliency between reward 
stimuli and that their instrumental responding may be controlled by a higher incentive 
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value to the stimulus associated with food. To date, this negative behavioural contrast 
effect has been reported not to occur in fish (Couvillon & Bitterman, 1985; Lowes & 
Bitterman, 1967). 
Zebrafish behaviour is becoming increasingly classified as more research emerges 
(for extensive reviews see: Kalueff, Echevarria, & Stewart, 2014; Kalueff et al., 2013; 
Stewart & Kalueff, 2013). The findings in this chapter help to extend catalogued zebrafish 
behaviour; in order to improve interpretation of zebrafish as a model animal. This chapter 
shows that zebrafish are motivated to respond to both conspecifics and food, and 
although there is extensive research on the use of conspecifics as reward (Al-Imari & 
Gerlai, 2008; Gómez-Laplaza & Gerlai, 2010; Saverino & Gerlai, 2008), including animated 
images (Qin et al., 2014; Saverino & Gerlai, 2008; Sison & Gerlai, 2010), it is suggested 
that the motivation to seek out food is stronger. Based on this chapter’s findings, the 
appetitive conditioning tasks in the remainder of this thesis use food as reward and 
employ 20 trials per training sessions. 
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Chapter 4 
 
 
 
 
Classifying Shapes, Colours, and 
Compound Stimuli Discriminability 
of Zebrafish (Danio rerio) 
 
 
 
This chapter intends to classify a larger range of stimuli zebrafish 
are capable of discriminating. In this study, zebrafish are tasked 
with discriminating shapes, stripes, additional colour pairs, and 
compound stimuli. The aim of this chapter was to build an index of 
discriminable stimuli with the goal of developing a set-shifting 
paradigm for zebrafish. 
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4.1 - Introduction  
It is well established that deficits in executive functioning are considered core symptoms 
of schizophrenia, appearing before onset and often continuing even with improvements 
in psychotic symptoms following treatment (Keefe & Harvey, 2012). Of interest in this 
current research is the potential impairments seen in behavioural flexibility. As these 
deficits are relatively stable over time and evidence shows that first degree relatives also 
demonstrate executive function deficits, they are a promising endophenotype with which 
to explore the underlying mechanisms of schizophrenia by allowing for reliable testing of 
cognitive dysfunction.  
Behavioural flexibility, the ability to adapt behaviour (i.e. to withhold or modify) 
in response to changing environmental contingencies, is commonly assessed in animal 
models through tests of set-shifting, such as intradimensional/extradimensional (ID/ED) 
tasks, and reversal learning. The most commonly used animal models are small mammals 
(rats and mice). Notwithstanding the extensive data accumulated in rodent models, 
particularly through lesion (Bissonette, Powell, & Roesch, 2013) and pharmacological 
(Goetghebeur, Dias, Goetghebeur, & Dias, 2014) studies, the large number of animals 
needed when screening for possible biomarkers and endophenotypes make these 
models time and cost prohibitive. Given the wide array of genetic and pharmacological 
techniques available in a zebrafish model, the zebrafish is qualified for further developing 
and validating a new high-throughput ID/ED assay for finding endophenotypes or drug 
therapies associated with behavioural inflexibility.  
The ID/ED set-shift test involves the switching of response rules. A rule is defined 
as responding to the target stimulus within the context of other irrelevant stimuli. It 
involves, for clarity, a series of two-choice compound stimuli discriminations. Each 
‘compound’ stimulus is comprised of a minimum of two different perceptual 
‘dimensions’, where one of the dimensions (e.g. colour) is a predictor of correct or 
incorrect choice, and another irrelevant dimension (e.g. shape) has no influence on the 
outcome. When the rule is changed, it can either be based on the same dimension 
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(intradimensional shift, ID), or can be changed to the other previously irrelevant 
dimension, (extradimensional shift, ED). Both ID and ED stages are presented with novel 
stimuli. If the stimuli remain the same, the rule change will result in a reversal-where the 
dimension remains the same, but the previously irrelevant stimulus is now rewarded.  
Previous studies have demonstrated that zebrafish are readily capable of reversal 
learning (López, Broglio, Rodríguez, Thinus-Blanc, & Salas, 2000; Lucon-Xiccato & Bisazza, 
2014) and discriminating between compound stimuli (Fetsko, 2002). Moreover, Parker et 
al. (2012) recently showed that zebrafish are capable of acquiring and maintaining a 
learning set. Zebrafish were trained to discriminate between two colours, followed by a 
contingency reversal. The fish were then presented with an ID shift (a new colour pair). 
They showed through the zebrafishes’ improvement across stages, measured as a 
reduction in the number of trials needed to reach a set criterion, that zebrafish 
demonstrate flexibility in their learning by generalising the learned rule to the new set of 
stimuli.  
The purpose of the current chapter was to extend this finding in designing and 
validating a paradigm for testing attentional set formation and shifting in zebrafish. An 
attentional set is formed when an animal develops a bias to selectively attend to one 
aspect of a stimulus, while inhibiting attention to the irrelevant aspects (Brown & Tait, 
2015). In order to accurately investigate this ability, the stimuli in an attentional set-
shifting task needs to be complex, containing at least two dimensions. As such, 
Experiment 1 began with the aim of establishing a set of simple, visual stimuli across 
varying dimensional types (colour, geometric shapes, and stripes) that zebrafish could 
successfully discriminate. Experiment 1 was a replication of the task procedure used in 
Chapter 3: simple two-choice discriminations, with an exception that training lasted 10 
days rather than the 20 training days used in Chapter 3 for the reward-shift investigation. 
The stimuli found discriminable from Experiment 1 were then presented together as 
compound stimuli in an ID/ED task in Experiment 2. The task was adapted from a rat 
version of the task, using a 7-stage, ‘total-change’ design (Birrell & Brown, 2000).  
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4.2 - Materials 
4.2.1 - Subjects 
In total, sixty-six wild-type adult zebrafish (Danio rerio) were used for the two 
experiments outlined below. Fifty-seven fish were used in Experiment 1: two-choice 
discrimination and 9 fish were used in Experiment 2: set-shifting. All subjects were ~ 9 
months old at the beginning of training. No information regarding sex was recorded. 
4.2.2 - Apparatus 
All behavioural training and testing took place in the custom-built tank described in 
Section 2.3.2.1. 
4.2.3 - Stimuli  
Stimuli were created in Microsoft PowerPoint 2010 and illuminated from an LCD 
computer monitor (CTX, model S962A) placed against the clear end of the tank. The 
coloured stimuli were pair matched based on luminance and wavelength similarities (blue 
vs green, orange vs pink, and purple vs yellow). The geometrical shapes (triangle vs arrow 
and star vs circle) and letter shapes (X vs U) were projected as a white stimulus on a black 
background. Striped stimuli used in simple discrimination (vertical v. horizontal and 40° 
vs 380°) were projected as alternating grey and black stripes to reduce any natural 
avoidance behaviour of brightly lit environments from the fish (see Figure 4.1). 
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Figure 4.1. Stimuli used in simple discrimination training, and subsequently compounded in reversal learning, and set 
shifting. 
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4.3 - Experiment 1 - Two-choice simple discriminations 
The purpose of this experiment was to further the findings of the simple discrimination 
abilities of zebrafish from Chapter 3 in new stimuli pairs. Fifty-five fish were randomly 
allocated to the different stimuli groups: colours: pink vs orange, (n=9) and purple vs 
yellow, (n=10); shapes: triangle vs arrow, (n=7), star vs circle, (n=9) and U vs X, (n=8); 
stripe patterns: vertical vs horizontal, (n=6), and 40° vs 380°, (n=6).  
4.3.1 - Procedure 
The experimental procedure was performed as previously described in Section 2.3.2.2. 
As there was no reward shift as in Chapter 3, training lasted for 10 days. All fish received 
food reward during training.  
4.3.2 - Statistical analysis 
Choice accuracy and latency were analysed separately by repeated measures ANOVAs, 
with training day as the within-subjects factor and the conditioned stimulus (CS+) as the 
between-groups factor. In the case of significant effects found in the “omnibus” ANOVA 
tests, simple main-effects analyses were conducted with additional ANOVA tests 
restricted to the relevant factors and levels. The F-values were re-calculated using the 
appropriate error term and degrees of freedom from the omnibus ANOVA (Winer, 1971). 
Corrections were applied when the assumption of sphericity was rejected. In addition, 
bivariate Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated to examine the relationship 
between accuracy and latency for striped stimuli.   
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4.3.3 - Results 
4.3.3.1 - Stimulus preference in naïve zebrafish 
To control for natural preferences towards any of the discrimination stimuli, 
experimentally naïve zebrafish were allowed free access to the choice chambers in the 
presence of their assigned simple discrimination pairs. All fish in the three stimulus-type 
groups (colour, shapes, or stripes) spent equal time in the choice chambers with either 
assigned stimulus and results were as follows: yellow/purple, t(9)=-1.09, p=.31, n.s.; 
pink/orange, t(7)=1.59, p=.11, n.s.; star/circle, t(8)=-.67, p=.51, n.s.; arrow/triangle, 
t(6)=.89, p=.78, n.s.; U/X shapes, t(7)=.95, p=.27, n.s.; horizontal/vertical, t(5)=1.21, p=.12, 
n.s.; 40°/380°, t(5)=.27, p=.62, n.s.  Table 4.1 shows the average time spent in proximity 
to a given stimulus.  
 
 
 Table 4.1. Mean time spent with stimuli and standard errors (sec). 
Stimulus Preference latency ± SEM 
      Colour pair  
Yellow 342 ± 25.4 secs 
Purple 366 ± 19.3 secs 
Orange 334 ± 16.1 secs 
Pink 328 ± 18.6 secs 
      Shape pairs  
Star 291 ± 17.3 secs 
Circle 323 ± 22.7 secs 
Triangle 327 ± 20 secs 
Arrow 310 ± 12.3 secs 
U 305 ± 16.9 secs 
X 312 ± 21.7 secs 
     Stripe pairs   
Horizontal 356 ± 15.8 secs 
Vertical 341 ± 18.2 secs 
40° 340 ± 20.4 secs 
380° 360 ± 19.6 secs 
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4.3.3.2 - Colour discrimination training 
With no bias found towards any stimulus, this experiment examined zebrafishes’ ability 
to discriminate these stimuli in the context of a two-choice discrimination. Figure 4.2 
shows the improvement of accuracy performance over the course of training, from mean 
chance performance on day one, 50%, to approximately 68% accuracy by the end of day 
10, (Day, F(9,144)=2.61, p=.008). However, it is evident from a trend towards a rewarded 
colour group difference, that fish reinforced towards yellow, (p<.05) showed no 
improvement in accuracy performance compared to the other CS+ groups, (CS+, 
F(3,16)=3.162, p=.053). No Day x Colour interaction effect was found, F(27,144)=1.78, 
p=.27, n.s.  
 
 
Figure 4.2. Colour two-choice discrimination choice accuracy across training days. Accuracy increased as a result of 
continued training, for all groups except yellow rewarded subjects. Data expressed as mean ± SEM. 
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The time taken to enter the correct ‘choice chamber’ varied significantly as a function of 
rewarded colour, (CS+, (F(3,16)=4.39, p=.019). Figure 4.3 shows that both pink and 
orange rewarded fish followed an expected pattern of responding, in that they were 
slower to respond in the first three sessions (day one through three, p<.05), but gradually 
became faster with additional training reflecting acquisition of the discrimination. 
Interestingly, fish rewarded to the yellow and purple stimuli began with rapid entries into 
the correct chamber and this remained stable throughout the remainder of training (Day 
x CS+ interaction-corrected, F(7.92,42.21)=2.99, p=.01).  
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.3. Colour two-choice discrimination response latency. (*) indicates significance between groups on training 
day. Data expressed as mean ± SEM. 
 
 
  Rewarded Stimuli 
    * 
  * 
 * 
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4.3.3.3 - Shape discrimination training  
All fish learned to discriminate the shape pairs, as indicated by a significant linear increase 
in choice accuracy (Day, corrected-F(7.38,154.916)=9.97, p<.001) and decrease in 
response latencies (Day, corrected-F(4.02,96.51)=7.47, p<.001) over the course of the 
experiment. Accuracy performance increased from chance performance on day one, 
52%, to approximately 68% accuracy by the end of day 10 (Figure 4.4a). No main effect 
of CS+ (p>.05), nor Day x CS+ interaction effects (p>.05) on accuracy were found. Figure 
4.4b. shows the decrease in response times from training day one (M=14.38 ± 1.7) to day 
10 (M=6.40 ±.52). Fish rewarded to the circle stimulus (M=18.03 sec) were on average 
slower than fish rewarded to the ‘X’ stimulus (M=8.86 sec, p=.011), triangle (M=8.67 sec, 
p=.016) and the arrow (M=10.07 sec, p=.035) (CS+, F(5,24)=3.93, p=.01). However, 
restricted analysis showed this effect was mediated by a difference only on day two 
(p<.05) and that by the end of training fish rewarded to circle were responding as rapidly 
as the other groups. No Day x CS+ interaction was found, (F(20.11,96.51)=1.45, p=.12, 
n.s.). 
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Figure 4.4. Shapes two-choice discrimination. a.: Choice accuracy significantly increased as a result of continued 
training. b.: Response times significantly decreased throughout training. (*) indicated group difference on training 
day. Data expressed as mean ± SEM.  
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4.3.3.4 - Stripe patterns discrimination training 
Figure 4.5 displays the learning curves for fish discriminating striped patterns across the 
ten training sessions. The groups’ accuracy performance in the first half of training was 
highly variable but all the CS+ groups’ accuracy linearly increased throughout training, 
(Day, F(9,72)=8.75, p<.001). No main effect of CS+ (F(3,8)=2.73, p=.11, n.s.), nor Day x 
CS+ interaction (F(27,72)=1.45, p=.11, n.s.) effects were found, suggesting all groups 
were able to acquire the discrimination by the end of training.  
For fish discriminating stripes stimuli, the time to enter a choice chamber did not 
decrease across further training days, (Day, F(9,72)=1.78 p=.11, n.s.). Although not 
statistically significant, Figure 4.6 shows response times gradually increasing amongst all 
CS+ groups, (CS+, F(3,8)=1.05, p=.46, n.s.). Analysis of the relationship between accuracy 
rate and response latency revealed a small positive correlation between ‘speed’ and 
‘accuracy’ (r=.29, p=.01). As response times to enter a choice chamber slowed, the higher 
the probability the CS+ would be correctly chosen see (Figure 4.7).  
 
 
 
Figure 4.5. Stripe patterns choice accuracy across training days. Accuracy significantly increased as a result of 
continued training. Data expressed as mean ± SEM 
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Figure 4.6.  Stripe patterns two-choice discrimination response latency. Latency did not decrease across training days 
Data expressed as mean ± SEM. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.7. Stripe patterns response latency. Relationship between decision speed and accuracy. Data expressed as 
mean.   
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4.3.4 - Experiment 1 - Two-choice discrimination summary  
The results of Experiment 1 demonstrate acquisition of two-choice discriminations using 
a variety of simple stimuli in zebrafish. Subjects successfully learned to discriminate all 
stimuli with the exception of the yellow colour. Therefore, this colour was not used for 
subsequent experiments.  
While the latency of responding to the striped discrimination did not reduce with 
time, the improvement of accuracy rates shows zebrafish are capable of learning to 
associate the striped stimulus with a reward. However, as the objective of testing a 
variety of simple discriminations was to build a high-throughput set-shifting task, only the 
stimuli that invoked speedier responding were used in the following experiment.  
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4.4 - Experiment 2 - Reversal learning & ID/ED set learning 
This experiment examined the performance of nine experimentally naïve, adult aged 
zebrafish on reversal learning and their ability to form, maintain and shift attentional sets 
intra-dimensionally and extra-dimensionally.  
4.4.1 - Procedure 
As testing was across multiple learning stages, criteria for moving to the next stage was 
six correct responses consecutively. The probability of making a correct choice six times 
consecutively by chance is 1/26=0.015. Criterion had to be reached within one training 
session (i.e., the correct responses were not carried over to the next day’s session). Trials 
to criterion and errors to criterion were recorded for each subject.  
4.4.1.1 - Simple discrimination, compound discrimination and reversal learning 
As before, fish were first trained to discriminate two simple stimuli (SD). Once the subject 
reached the learning criteria for the first rewarded stimulus, a second dimension was 
introduced for compound discrimination (CD), but the correct and incorrect stimuli 
remained the same. After reaching criteria for CD, the conditioned stimulus rule was 
reversed. The procedure was the same with the exception that the previously 
unrewarded conditioned stimulus (CS-) became the reinforced stimulus (CS+), and the 
previously reinforced stimulus must now be ignored. Reversal learning (REV1) continued 
with the new contingency until the learning criteria was again met. Groups differed in 
that subjects began discrimination with the CS+ as either colour (blue or green) or shape 
(star or circle).   
4.4.1.2 - Intra-dimensional / Extra-dimensional shift learning 
Once fish learned SD, CD and reversal stages (REV1), an intra-dimensional (ID) shift was 
performed. A novel pair of stimuli within the same perceptual dimension were presented 
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(e.g., if CS+ is colour, colour remains the CS+). Upon reaching criteria, this set of stimuli 
was reversed (REV2), and followed by an extra-dimensional (ED) shift. Here, a new 
stimulus dimension was introduced and then subsequently reversed (REV3). 
Combinations of stimulus pairings were preassigned and the ED shift was 
counterbalanced (i.e., colour to shape or shape to colour). The stimuli presented 
throughout the test can be seen below in Table 4.2. 
 
 
    Table 4.2. Pairs of exemplars used in the set-shifting test. 
Dimension SD CD / Rev1 ID / Rev2 ED / Rev3 
Colour 
 
C1-Blue 
 
C2-Green  
C1/S1 
 
C2/S2 
 
C3/S3 
 
C4/S4 
 
C5/S5 
 
C6/S6 
Shape 
 
S1-Star 
 
S2-Circle 
 
C1/S2 
 
C2/S1 
 
C3/S4 
 
C4/S3 
 
C5/S6 
 
C6/S5 
 
 
4.4.1.3 - Statistical analysis 
Trials to criterion (TTC; correct and incorrect trials) and errors to criterion (ETC; incorrect 
only) were recorded for all stages. Fish were grouped by the stimulus on which they 
began the SD stage: shape or coloured stimulus. Performance of the fish during all test 
stages was analysed by repeated measures ANOVAs with stage as the within subjects 
factor and dimension change (colour to shape/shape to colour) as the between-group 
factor. When significant interactions between the factors were found in the “omnibus” 
ANOVA tests, simple main-effects analyses were conducted with additional ANOVA tests 
restricted to the relevant factors and levels. To confirm if the test had been performed 
successfully, comparisons between discrimination stages: SD, CD, and ID; and their 
reversal stages and between ID and ED stages were performed.  
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4.4.2 - Results 
4.4.2.1 - Trials to criteria 
The performances of adult aged zebrafish were compared in an attentional set-shifting 
task. Set formation is measured through a significant increase in trials to criterion for the 
ED stage compared to the ID stage. Figure 4.8a shows the number of trials required to 
reach criterion for each stage of the set-shifting task. Performance of fish that began 
discriminations on shapes performed significantly better than fish that started on colour 
stimulus at the final reversal stage, (p=.05), but did not differ at any other stage, (Stage x 
Dimension change interaction, F(6,42)=2.90, p=.018). No main effects for stage or group 
were seen, (p>.05). Fish that began with a colour discrimination increased in the number 
of trials to criteria as stages progressed, beginning at the ID stage (ID: M=45.6 ±12.5; 
REV3: M=100.4 ±13.1). Fish that began by discriminating shape stimuli quickly decreased 
in trials to criterion following the ED shift to colour (ID: M=70.3 ±13.9; REV3: M=57.8 
±14.8).  
 Restricted analysis of performance during discrimination learning stages (SD, CD, 
and ID) was performed, as these stages do not rely on rule shifts. Both groups needed 
significantly more trials on the first discrimination, SD (M=95.33 ±9.4; p=.024), than for 
the ID discrimination (M=57.93 ±9.34), (Stage, F(2,14)=4.68, p=.028). After each 
discrimination stage, the CS+ was reversed. Reversal learning did not require more trials 
to reach criterion compared to the preceding discrimination (CD, ID, or ED; p>.05 [see 
Figure 4.8b]).  
No overall ID/ED difference was found (Stage, F(1,7)=2.78, p=.14, n.s.). However, 
additional restricted analysis showed while fish that began the task discriminating shape 
stimuli (p>.05) showed no evidence of ID/ED difference, fish that started with colour 
discrimination took significantly more trials to perform the ED shift compared to the ID 
shift (p=.04; Stage x Dimension Change interaction, F(1,7)=8.05, p=.025 [see Figure 4.8c]).   
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Figure 4.8. Trials to criterion performance in the set shifting task. a.: Each stage of the test. Groups differed only on 
the Rev3 stage. Both groups required less TTC for the ID stage compared to the SD stage. b.: Fish showed no deficits 
in reversal learning in either group. c.: Only fish that began discrimination on a colour pair showed differences in the 
ID and ED stages. (*) represents (p<.05). Data expressed as mean ± SEM.  
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4.4.2.2 - Errors to criteria 
Errors made by fish in the ‘colour start’ group were significantly higher from the ‘shape 
start’ fish at several stages of the task (Stage x Dimension Change, F(6,42)=2.82, p=.021) 
(Figure 4.9a). The ‘colour start’ fish made more errors to reach criterion than ‘shape start’ 
at both the final reversal (p=.021) and ED stages (p=.035). No main effects for stage or 
group were seen, (p>.05).  
Further confirming the TTC data, errors made during the initial discrimination, SD 
(M=36.7 ±3.8), were greater than both CD (M=34.6 ±3.9) and ID (M=25.5 ±4.7) 
discriminations, (Stage, F(2,14)=3.72, p=.05). Reversal learning did not affect the number 
of incorrect trials to reach criteria compared to the previous stage (CD, ID, or ED; [p>.05]; 
Figure 4.9b).  
Restricted analysis comparing the errors performed in the ID and ED stages for 
each group revealed that the ‘colour start’ group, (p=0.015) made significantly more 
errors in the ED stage compared to their ID stage. However, fish that began on the shape 
dimension, (p=.47, n.s) did not show any differences in performance between the ID and 
ED stages, (Stage x Dimension Change, F(1,7)=8.13, p=.025; see Figure 4.9c).  
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Figure 4.9. Errors to criterion performance in the set shifting task. a.: All stages of the test. Fish made fewer errors in 
the ED and Rev3 stages when their first discrimination was attending to shape. b.: Reversal stages with relevant 
preceding stage; no reversal deficits were found. c.: Only fish that began discrimination on a colour pair showed 
significant increase in errors in the ED stage compared to ID shift. (*) indicates significance (p<.05). Data expressed as 
mean ± SEM. 
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4.5 - Discussion 
Behavioural flexibility refers to the ability to shift from one learned strategy to another 
(i.e., set-shifting), or from one response pattern to another (i.e., reversal learning), based 
on changes to environmental contingencies. Various versions of the set-shifting task (e.g., 
(developed for rats, monkeys and humans) reliably find deficits associated with 
neuropsychiatric disorders, including schizophrenia. Utilising novel models, such as the 
zebrafish, in neurobehavioral assays can advance the understanding of the mechanisms 
mediating cognitive dysfunction and may also guide the development of cognitive 
enhancing compounds, eventually leading to more effective treatment strategies. In view 
of this, the studies presented in this chapter aimed to develop and validate a new 
complementary zebrafish version of the attentional set-shifting task.  
4.5.1 - Simple discriminations  
In the three simple discrimination experiments, results revealed that adult-aged zebrafish 
were able to efficiently learn and perform visual discriminations between simple colour, 
shape, and stripe stimuli. In all discriminations, accuracy performance increased over the 
course of training for all groups except the yellow stimulus group. Although there was no 
stimulus preference found for any group, zebrafish naturally prefer a darker environment 
(Serra, Medalha, & Mattioli, 1999) and the purple stimulus may have provide a darker 
choice chamber than the yellow stimulus.  
Latency of choice response varied based on stimulus pairing. Over the course of 
training, all fish in the colour and shape pairings either maintained their initial rapid 
responses or showed a significant decrease in latency over the course of the initial few 
days of training and continued quickly responding thereafter. However, in the stripe 
discrimination, despite a significant increase in accuracy rates, fish did not decrease in 
approach latency over the course of the 10 days training. This finding is inconsistent with 
past research showing zebrafish easily discriminate between patterns, including colour 
patterns, as indicated by fast choice responding (Fetsko, 2002).  
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Overall, the results of Experiment 1 support previous studies showing that fish have 
demonstrated acquisition of a colour discrimination (Colwill et al., 2005; Fetsko, 2002; 
Parker et al., 2012); a shape discrimination (Braida, Ponzoni, Martucci, & Sala, 2014; 
Grassie, 2013; Siebeck, Litherland, & Wallis, 2009) and acquisition of a stripe 
discrimination (Fetsko, 2002).  
4.5.2 - Set-shifting  
The validity of the attentional set-shifting task as a measure of cognitive flexibility is 
determined by observing an increase in the number of trials to solve an ED stage 
discrimination compared to the ID stage – incurrence of a “shift cost”. In Experiment 2, 
an ID/ED difference was only seen for the group that began the task at the SD stage 
discriminating colour, and not for the group that began discriminating shapes. This finding 
suggests that the ED shift performance was dependent on the initial perceptual 
dimension and was not assessing attentional set-shifting. A within-group ID/ED difference 
is necessary in order to draw any conclusions about between-group differences in this 
task. Thus, if a within-group shift cost is not seen, no inference on set formation or change 
in attentional set-shifting performance can be accurately made (Brown & Tait, 2015). 
Analysis of both trials and errors to criterion produced very similar results for all 
stages, except with an additional difference found between groups on errors to criterion 
at the ED stage. We found an improvement across stages within the same perceptual 
dimension (SD=95 trials to ID=58 trials), corroborating previous reports that show 
zebrafish decrease in TTC over consecutive discrimination phases (Parker et al., 2012). 
However, interpretation of attentional set formation from this study remains ambiguous, 
as zebrafish were only assessed up to the stage of an intradimensional shift and stimuli 
used only contained only one perceptual dimension. In the current study, performance 
on reversal stages was not significantly different from performance on the simple 
learning stages (CD, ID and ED shifts) that proceeded them. These data indicate that 
zebrafish had not acquired the discrimination rules, and may have utilised an unknown 
strategy to perform the task.  
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Although all stimuli were pilot-tested before use in the compound stimulus pairs and it 
was found that the fish could readily discriminate these, it is clear that the stimulus pairs 
differed in the inherent discriminability, as can be seen from the abrupt drop in both TTC 
and errors for shape start fish following ED shift. The fish that began discriminations on 
shape dimension displayed no difficulty in discriminating the novel perceptual dimension 
(i.e., when the relevant stimulus was now colour; ED shift=58 trials) from a discrimination 
within the same dimension (ID shift=70 trials) suggesting these fish treated the ED 
discrimination as merely another novel discrimination. The reverse is true for the colour 
start fish, where the change to shape discrimination (ED=93 trials) was more difficult than 
the colour discrimination (ID=45 trials). When the stimuli are harder to discriminate in 
the ED stage, one would expect an increase in TTC compared to the ID stage. However, 
this would not be due to shift-costs of attentional set-shifting (Tait, Chase, & Brown, 
2014). 
Although beyond the scope of this thesis, several methodological changes could 
be made to improve the reliability of measuring attentional set formation and shifting in 
the zebrafish. Previous research from our lab has shown that by replacing reversal stages 
with additional intradimensional stages, animals shown to previously be unable to form 
attentional set were then able to show an ID/ED difference (Chase, Tait, & Brown, 2012). 
Utilising a four ID shift task could ensure zebrafish formed an attentional set when 
subsequently moved to the ED stage. It is also important to note that the studies 
presented in this chapter were manually controlled, and the average number of days to 
complete any one stage was greater than five (i.e., one Monday-Friday working week 
experiment). To reduce variables due to experimenter handling, it would be beneficial to 
automate the procedures.  
Moreover, fish in this task were not given training on discrimination learning prior 
to testing. Consequently, following habituation they were immediately subjected to the 
simple discrimination (SD) stage. In the rodent version of the task, animals are given a 
series of simple discriminations for each of the perceptual dimensions used in testing, 
including four trials where they are allowed to ‘self-correct’ (Birrell & Brown, 2000). This 
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missing correction step may be vital to facilitating fishes’ learning in the initial stages of 
the task. Theoretically, as the fish began the simple discrimination, they could respond 
incorrectly in the first few trials and consequently not learn to select the relevant stimulus 
dimension to attend. 
The findings from this chapter confirm zebrafishes’ capability to acquire simple 
and compound discriminations and reversal learning. The present study adds to the cross-
species translational validity of using the zebrafish for simpler tests of behavioural 
flexibly, specifically regarding reversal learning. Further investigation is needed to 
determine feasibility of zebrafish in an attentional set-shifting task. Given these findings, 
assays which have been previously validated, such as startle response (Crosby, Bailey, 
Oliveri, & Levin, 2015; Eaton, Bombardieri, & Meyer, 1977; Wolman, Jain, Liss, & Granato, 
2011) and avoidance learning (Cofiel & Mattioli, 2011; Manuel et al., 2014) are used for 
the rest of the thesis, which will be presented in the following chapters.  
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Chapter 5 
 
 
 
 
Comparison of disc1 mutants and 
sub-chronic PCP administration on 
larval zebrafish behaviour 
 
 
 
This chapter separately examines the effects that disc1 gene 
mutation and sub-chronic PCP exposure have on larval 6-10 dpf 
zebrafish locomotor behaviour and non-associative learning.   
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5.1 - Introduction  
Over the past few decades, a wealth of behavioural tests have been developed to 
investigate cognitive deficits of schizophrenia, including tests of simple, non-associative 
learning. One form of non-associative learning, habituation, is an attractive form of 
learning to study because it can reflect impaired sensory filtering (Poon & Young, 2006; 
Thompson, 2009). Habituation is characterised as a gradual reduction in behavioural 
response as a consequence of repeated presentations of that stimulus, separate from 
motor fatigue or sensory adaption (Rankin et al., 2009; Thompson & Spencer, 1966). In 
tests of filtering deficits, startle responses are often used to measure this habituation 
ability. A startle response is an unconditioned behaviour which reflects the successful 
integration of sensory and motor functions (Koch, 1999). Impaired habituation of startle 
response is consistently reported in patients with schizophrenia and is theorised to 
induce sensory overload, which can result in further cognitive diminishment (Rankin et 
al., 2009). 
Zebrafish larvae display a wide range of complex neurobehavioural phenotypes, 
including a well-characterised startle response which can be elicited with visual, tactile, 
or auditory stimuli (Best et al., 2008; Burgress & Granato, 2007; Eaton, Bombardieri, & 
Meyer, 1977). Zebrafish exhibit, and show habituation to, simple startle responses 
starting on around 4 dpf (Roberts et al., 2011).  One form of response habituation, rapid 
habituation, is induced by repeated presentation of a stimulus in quick succession with 
the response returning to initial strength a short time after training (e.g., three to 15 min). 
Several studies report NMDAR activity is required in zebrafish for this type of habituation 
due to findings that disruption by the non-competitive NMDAR antagonist MK-801 leads 
to increased startle response and decreased habituation (Roberts et al., 2011), which is 
compliments previous rodent studies (Leussis & Bolivar, 2006). Habituation in this type 
of startle response trial is thought to show evidence of neuroplasticity and adaptation to 
environmental stimuli.  
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By utilising a tactile startle response assay, this chapter exploits the zebrafish’s robust 
startle behaviour to evaluate the locomotive and non-associative learning effects that 
sub-chronic PCP exposure has on 6-10 dpf zebrafish. We also investigated behavioural 
deficits produced in two disc1 mutant strains. PCP is a non-competitive NMDA antagonist, 
and the loss of NMDAR function should lead to larger individual startle responses and 
slower habituation across repeated presentation of the stimuli. Additionally, the disc1 
gene plays a critical role in NMDAR function and density, therefore we expected disc1 
mutant fish to also show altered habituation response. 
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5.2 - Materials & Methods 
5.2.1 - Subjects  
A total of 200 larval zebrafish (Danio rerio), aged 6-10 dpf were used in the experiments 
outlined below. Breeding and rearing of embryos was performed by the method 
described in section 2.1.2. Briefly, the embryos were collected, sorted, and maintained in 
the incubator to encourage normal development. 130 TU zebrafish were analysed in the 
phencyclidine experiment (control, [n=35]; 2 μM, [n=32]; 10 μM, [n=34], 30 μM, [n=29]). 
The remaining 70 larvae comprised the two disc1 strains (disc1L115, [n=23]; disc1Y472, 
[n=22]) and wild-type control (n=23). No information regarding sex was recorded. 
5.2.2 - Drug administration 
Larvae treated with phencyclidine (PCP; Sigma-Aldrich) were incubated in the drug 
solution for 20 minutes prior to behavioural recordings. Control fish were exposed to 
system water only. The PCP doses (0 μM, 2 μM, 10 μM, and 30 μM)  and treatment time 
were chosen based on previous adult zebrafish research (Kyzar et al., 2012; Neelkantan 
et al., 2013). PCP was dissolved in system water to yield a stock solution and stored 
frozen. Compounds were diluted from frozen daily and 250 μl of PCP working solution, 
along with 250 μl of fresh system water was administered into each well. Dosing regime 
was sub-chronic; individual larvae received the same dose each day for five consecutive 
days starting at 6 dpf.  
5.2.3 - Behavioural testing 
Fish were randomly selected and distributed into wells of a 24-well plate. Each well plate 
had 20 embryos individually occupying one well each with the four wells closest to the 
solenoid tapper left empty. The different doses were equally presented, and placement 
in the well plate was counterbalanced to avoid variations due to testing location. All 
zebrafish embryos were observed daily under a dissecting microscope. Dead zebrafish 
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were removed from the plates as soon as observed. Only normally developed larvae were 
used in the behavioural assays.  
The well plate was immediately placed onto the tracking system to allow for 
acclimation to the testing location. A custom-built, plastic filming tower, which housed 
the larvae for recording, included infrared (IR) illumination from the top, and a video 
camera was centrally positioned below the holding stage. The IR light source was placed 
above to provide steady illumination and a shadow-free image of the fish for tracking 
purposes (Figure 5.1). Following the 20 min acclimation period (pre-treatment period for 
the PCP treated fish), the movement of each fish in the well plate was recorded by a video 
camera for 2 minutes without any disturbances. Total distance moved (mm) was 
quantified from the video with a tracking rate of 60 frames per second.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.1. Experimental setup used to analyse locomotion and to evoke startle response in larval zebrafish. Top: 
Schematic of system. Bottom left: Close-up of the computer controlled solenoid bar that tapped the side of the well-
plate. Bottom right: A video camera was placed underneath the plastic stage for recording and computer analysis. 
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5.2.3.1 - Habituation learning 
Immediately after completion of locomotion analysis, the fish were tested for 
sensorimotor function and habituation learning using a startle stimulus. To evoke startle 
responses in the larvae, a mechanical impact “tap” stimulus was delivered to the side of 
the well plate by a custom-designed computer-controlled solenoid (Figure 5.1b). Ten 
consecutive tap trials were run, with one second between individual taps. Startle stimuli 
was generated using a PLC microcontroller unit (TrackSys, Nottingham, UK). After 
recording, all larvae from each test group were transferred to a new well plate with fresh 
system water.  
5.2.4 - Statistical analysis 
If a larva was not tracked for minimum of 95% of the timeframe its data was excluded 
from analysis. Spontaneous locomotor activity data (an average distance travelled 
throughout two minutes) were analysed by a one-way ANOVA with drug treatment or 
genotype as the between subjects variable, followed by Dunnett’s multiple comparison 
test to determine group effects. 
During startle habituation, if a larva had not met the additional response criteria, 
>1 mm distance moved on the first trial, it was excluded from the statistical analysis. 
Group response rate, the percentage of each group that met this response criteria, was 
calculated for each trial and analysed with a one-way ANOVA. Startle response was 
analysed with a repeated measures ANOVA with group (dose or genotype) as the 
between subjects factor and startle trial as repeated within-subjects factor. The linear 
trend (slope) of decreasing startle response over the consecutive trials was analysed to 
determine habituation. A habituation rate was also determined by dividing the mean of 
baseline activity by the distance moved in each trial. Dunnett’s multiple comparisons test 
was used to determine group effects (dose or genotype). 
.  
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5.3 - Results 
5.3.1 - Locomotion - Phencyclidine 
Following a 20 min drug incubation period in PCP, wild-type zebrafish larvae’s 
spontaneous locomotor activity was monitored. Sub-chronic PCP exposure differentially 
affected the total distance travelled by dose group, (Dose, F(3,212)=5.72, p=.001). PCP 
treatment at a concentration of 10 µM (M=36.66 ±1.7) significantly elevated the distance 
travelled (mm) relative to control fish (M=30.05 ±1.6; Dunnett’s test, p<.05). There was 
no difference in the total distance moved by fish dosed with 2 µM (M=28.78 ±1.7), and 
30 µM (M=30.76 ±1.3) PCP compared with controls (Figure 5.2).  
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.2. Effects of sub-chronic PCP exposure on spontaneous locomotor activity of wild-type zebrafish larvae. Larvae 
exposed to 10 µM were significantly more active than control. (*) represents significant difference between groups, 
(p<0.05). Data expressed as mean ± SEM. 
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5.3.2 - Startle response habituation - Phencyclidine 
A tactile “tap” stimulus is frequently used to elicit a startle response from zebrafish and 
a typically developed animal will rapidly swim following initial taps but will exhibit a 
reduction in this response as a function of repeated exposure to the stimulus. 
Developmental PCP exposure produced a significant overall increase in startle response 
following the tap stimuli, (Dose, F(3,182)=10.56, p<.001; Figure 5.3a). This was due to the 
2 µM PCP (M=5.28 ±.26; p=.001) and 10 µM PCP groups (M=5.61 ±.26; p<.001) exhibiting 
significantly enhanced responses overall to startle stimuli compared with controls 
(M=3.840 ±.29 mm/startle). The highest dose, 30 µM PCP (M=3.85 ±.35), did not differ 
from control (p=.98, n.s.).  
A significant main effect of trial (Trial, corrected-F(5.62, 1022.06)=47.55, p<.001) 
with a significant (p<.001) linear trend of decreasing response as a factor of the repeated 
stimuli indicated habituation. The overall swim distances decreased from the first tap 
(M=8.23 ±.27 mm) to the last tap (M=3.87 ±.23). Larvae treated with 2 µM and 10 µM 
PCP were slower in returning to baseline activity compared to control fish (Dose x Trial 
interaction, corrected-F(30,1022.06)=1.64, p=.05). Analysis restricted to dose group 
revealed enhanced responding for 2 µM PCP until the seventh startle, (p>.001) and until 
the ninth startle trial for 10 µM PCP, (p=.01).  
A habituation rate was calculated for each startle trial to measure the difference 
in magnitude of responding compared to baseline. Figure 5.3b displays the increasing 
rates of habituation across the 10 startle trials, (Trial, F(9,288)=32.09, p<.001), where 
control fish showed a greater rate of habituation overall compared to 2 µM, (p=.001), 10 
µM, (p<.001) and 30 µM (p=.001) PCP groups (Dose, F(3,182)=11.19, p<.001). No Trial x 
Dose interaction effect was found, (F(27,288)=1.292, p=.16, n.s). 
Response rate was lower among larvae treated with 30 µM PCP. The percentage 
of the group responding across all 10 trials was 82.5% ±2.1% for control, 76.5% ±3.8% for 
2 µM and 72.9% ±3.5% for 10 µM compared to 56.5% ±4.6% for 30 µM, and this 
difference was significant, (Dose, F(3,29)=3.67, p=0.045; Figure 5.3c). 
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Figure 5.3. Startle response habituation for larvae dosed sub-chronically with PCP.  a.: Distance moved following startle 
‘tap’ stimulus (mm). b.: Habituation percentage rate. PCP treated fish exhibited diminished habituation compared 
with control. c.: Percentage of dose groups’ responding. 30 µM treated larvae responded significantly less frequently 
than controls. (*) indicates group difference. Data expressed as mean ± SEM. 
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5.3.3 - Locomotion - Disc1 
In order to compare genetic influences on zebrafish behaviour, spontaneous locomotor 
activity of wild-type zebrafish and the two strains of disc1: disc1L115 and disc1Y472 zebrafish 
were recorded for two minutes. Disc1Y472 fish (M=33.58 ±2.3) exhibited significantly lower 
swimming activity compared to wild-type fish (M=41.12±1.7; [Dunnett’s test, p=.028]; 
Genotype, F(2,88)=3.80, p=.026). No differences were found between disc1L115 fish and 
wild-type, (p>.05; Figure 5.4).  
 
 
 
Figure 5.4. Spontaneous locomotor activity of wild-type and disc1 zebrafish larvae. Disc1Y472 showed reduced 
locomotion activity. (*) represents significant difference between groups, (p<0.05). Data expressed as mean ± SEM. 
 
5.3.4 - Startle response habituation - Disc1 
Sensorimotor and habituation behaviours of zebrafish larvae with a disc1 gene mutation 
were determined by assessing startle responses of disc1L115 and disc1Y472 mutant lines. All 
groups exhibited habituation to the startle stimulus, indicated by a significant linear trend 
(p<.001) of declining response magnitudes across trials, (Trial, corrected-
F(6.79,414.46)=19.84, p<.001). No differences between genotypes, (Genotype, 
F(2,61)=1.74, p=.18, n.s.) or Trial x Genotype interaction (corrected-F(13.59,414.46)=.60, 
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controls, (Figure 5.5a). Habituation rate was also found to not differ among genotypes, 
(Genotype, F(2,64)=2.73, p=.073, n.s.). All fish showed successful habituation to the 
startle stimulus across the 10 trials, (Trial, corrected-F(7.81,500)=17.65, p<.001). 
Response rate was lower among disc1Y472 mutants. The percentage of the group 
responding across all 10 trials was 48% ±4.4% for disc1Y472 mutants (p=.001) compared to 
67.5% ±2.8% for wild-type, and 56.5% ±2.7% for disc1L115 (Genotype, F(2,29)=8.26, 
p=0.002; Figure 5.3c). 
 
 
 
   
 
Figure 5.5. Startle response habitation in disc1 mutant larvae. a.: Distance moved following each of the 10 startle ‘tap’ 
stimuli (mm). b.: Percentage of habituation rate. c.: Percentage of group responding in disc1 startle habituation test. 
Disc1Y472 mutants responded significantly less frequently than wild-type control. (*) represents groups difference, 
(p<.01). Data expressed as mean ± SEM. 
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5.4 - Discussion 
The primary goal for this chapter was to investigate and compare the neurobehavioural 
consequences of disc1 gene mutation and sub-chronic PCP (2 µM, 10 µM, and 30µM) 
exposure using a zebrafish model. Findings from this chapter showed larval zebrafish 
exposed to PCP show dose-dependent changes in spontaneous locomotor behaviour, 
startle response and habituation. Moreover, disc1 mutant larvae show altered motor 
function, specific to the disc1Y472 line, but did not display changes to startle habituation.  
5.4.1 - Phencyclidine administration effects on larval behaviour 
By 5 dpf zebrafish show increased spontaneous locomotor behaviour following exposure 
to NMDA antagonists (Chen et al., 2010). In this chapter, we showed that sub-chronic 
administration of 10 µM PCP induced a significant increase in locomotor activity as 
measured by overall distance travelled. Acute administration of NMDAR antagonists (e.g., 
MK-801 and memantine) produces hyper-locomotion in zebrafish (Best et al., 2008; Sison 
& Gerlai, 2011). This finding is also observed in rodent models, where PCP-induced hyper-
locomotion is produced by both acute and sub-chronic administration (Krebs-Thomson, 
Lehmann-Masten, Naiem, Paulus, & Geyer, 1998; Lu et al., 2010; White et al., 2009). 
However, these effects appear to be dose related. In rodents, administration of PCP at 
low doses induces hyper-locomotion, while high doses result in significant impairment in 
motor activity. These effects are conserved in zebrafish, as MK-801’s locomotor effects 
are found to be dose related in zebrafish. At 20 μM MK-801 has induced hyper-
locomotion in wild-type TU adult fish, where 100 μM produced moderate to severe 
inhibitory effects (Liu et al., 2014). In our study, 30 μM PCP exposure did not statistically 
diminish the spontaneous locomotor activity of larvae, but their group response rate in 
the tap-startle test was severely affected. Larvae exposed to the 30 µM PCP had at 
minimum a 15% reduction in response in all 10 trials compared to the other dose groups.  
Startle habituation responses can provide important neurological information about the 
plasticity of basic learning systems (Wong et al., 2010). The startle response in zebrafish 
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is mediated by NMDAR activity (Marsden & Granato, 2015; Maximino et al., 2010; 
Roberts et al., 2011). Past studies have shown that following administration of NMDAR 
antagonists zebrafish display enhanced startle responses (Best et al., 2008). Moreover, a 
recently proposed NMDAR agonist, β-N-methylamino-L-alanine; BMAA, produced a 
reduction in startle response of larvae (Wang, 2015). The effect of PCP in our model is 
consistent with these findings, as larvae treated with 2 µM and 10 µM PCP show 
significantly greater startle response amplitudes compared with controls.  
All fish habituated to repeated presentations of the startling stimuli, suggesting 
the PCP exposures tested in this study did not interfere with general habituation learning 
in zebrafish larvae, but the percentage rate of habituation per trial was significantly lower 
than control in all groups treated with PCP. Fish treated with 2 and 10 µM PCP showed a 
slower return to baseline activity levels than control and 30 µM treated fish. The 
percentage of group response in the 30 µM group was blunted, and therefore, the results 
of habituation in 30 µM are most likely due to their diminished motor ability.  
5.4.2 - Disc1 gene mutation effects on larval behaviour  
Disc1Y472 mutant larvae were found to have lower levels of spontaneous locomotor 
activity compared to wild-type control fish. This mutant strain also exhibited lower group 
responding in the tap-startle test. Less than 50% of the group responded to all 10 startle 
trials in the test. However, these larvae had comparable startle responses to wild-type 
fish despite having a lower level of responsiveness suggesting that the spontaneous 
activity deficit in disc1Y472 mutants is not due to an inability to move as quickly as wild-
type larvae. Although not statistically significant the group response rate in the disc1L115 
larvae was less than 60% of all fish responding to the startle stimuli in the 10 trials. Lower 
activity levels in disc1 larvae may be due to increased risk of anxiety-related behaviours 
associated with gene and perhaps manifested as freezing behaviour common in zebrafish 
when triggered by stressful events or environments (Blaser & Gerlai, 2006; Egan et al., 
2010). We showed that disc1 mutant larvae retain an efficient ability to attenuate startle 
response, showing no deficits in habituating to repeated stimuli. Assessment of the disc1 
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fish in the tap-startle assay showed both disc1L115 and disc1Y472 linearly increased the rate 
of habituation and reduced distance travelled following the startle stimuli.  
This chapter’s findings support larval zebrafish as a model organism to screen for 
pharmacological and genetic effects on behaviour. The demonstration that sub-chronic 
PCP exposure induced behavioural disruptions in sensorimotor startle responses 
confirms NMDARs’ role in habituation in zebrafish (Best et al., 2008; Roberts et al., 2011). 
Moreover, disc1 mutant larvae displayed diminished responding across motor 
behaviours. The fish from this study were subsequently reared to adulthood and the 
following chapter examines persisting effects of PCP exposure and disc1 gene mutation 
have on adult zebrafish. 
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Chapter 6 
 
 
 
 
Comparison of disc1 mutants and 
larval PCP exposure on subsequent 
adult zebrafish behaviour and 
cognition 
 
 
 
This chapter explores the effects of both larval-age PCP exposure (see 
Chapter 5) and disc1 gene mutation on adult zebrafish behaviour 
and cognition, including anxiety-related behaviours, avoidance 
learning and reversal learning. 
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6.1 - Introduction  
Genetic and environmentally produced disruptions to brain development or maturation 
have been shown to increase the probability of developing schizophrenia in adulthood 
(Fatemi & Folsom, 2009). Postnatal NMDA blockade in rodents evokes many of the same 
behavioural and executive function impairments reported in schizophrenia patients 
(Grayson et al., 2015; Neill et al., 2010). Additionally, genetically altered DN- Disc1 mouse 
lines exhibit similar anatomical and behavioural phenotypes associated with the disorder 
(Johnson et al., 2013). In Chapter 5 we showed that following sub-chronic NMDA 
blockade, larvae exhibited hyperactivity and reduced startle habituation compared to 
control. Moreover, larvae with disc1Y472 mutation have lower spontaneous locomotor 
activity compared to wild-type. The aim of this chapter was to determine whether these 
locomotor and sensorimotor differences persist into adulthood. 
Routinely used to analyse anxiety-like behaviours, the novel tank diving test is 
sensitive to various pharmacological, genetic, and environmental manipulations (Brown, 
Bailey, Oliveri, Levin, & Di Giulio, 2016; Collymore, Tolwani, & Rasmussen, 2015; Kyzar et 
al., 2012; Levin et al., 2011; Maximino et al., 2013; Parker, Millington, Combe, & Brennan, 
2012; Sackerman et al., 2010; Stewart et al., 2010; Wong et al., 2010). This paradigm was 
translated from the rodent elevated plus maze and takes advantage of the zebrafish’s 
natural tendency, when placed into a novel environment, to seek protection at the 
bottom of the tank and remain there until it no longer perceives a threat (Blaser et al., 
2010).  
Associative learning processes mediated through the NMDA receptor, such as 
aversive (fear) conditioning, consistently show impairments in schizophrenia (Hall et al., 
2009). Classical fear conditioning is known to be mediated through NMDA receptors in 
the amygdala and hippocampus (Marek, Strobel, Bredy, & Sah, 2013). This type of 
learning is well-conserved in the zebrafish (Amo et al., 2014; Aoki et al., 2013) and 
impairments have been found following NMDA antagonism (Ng et al., 2012; Seibt et al., 
2010). Additionally, Disc1 is predominantly expressed in the hippocampus and amygdala 
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(Schurov et al., 2004) and is linked to NMDA receptor activity (Ramsey et al., 2011). 
Variations of Disc1, including lower expression in these areas (Callicott et al., 2005; 
Rampino et al., 2014), are correlated with impairments in cognitive functions (Hennah et 
al., 2005; Liu et al., 2006; Palo et al., 2007). 
Finally, reversal learning paradigms are used commonly as measures of cognitive 
flexibility. Performance requires animals to suppress a previously learned response and 
implement a new response (Mackintosh, 1974). Deficits in switching from the previously 
learned response (i.e., perseveration) are seen in both animal models of schizophrenia 
(Gilmour et al., 2012; Neill et al., 2010) and in patients with schizophrenia (Leeson et al., 
2009; Lencz et al., 2006; Murray et al., 2008; Rees, McKenna, Robbins, & Sahakian, 1995). 
Previous studies have examined the effects of acute and sub chronic 
administration of NMDA receptor antagonism in zebrafish, but to date the sustained 
effects of developmental administration on behaviour and cognition in adult fish has 
never been investigated. Therefore, the aims of this chapter were to evaluate and 
compare behavioural and cognitive deficits induced by larval PCP exposure with deficits 
produced by disc1 gene mutation, in adult zebrafish, using the novel tank diving test and 
avoidance and reversal learning assays. The working hypothesis was that larval stage PCP 
administration (see Chapter 5) on 6, 7 8, 9, and 10 dpf would affect behaviour long after 
treatment cessation and exhibit deficits in all the paradigms investigated. Secondly, it was 
expected that disc1 mutants would display similar learning and behaviour impairments. 
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6.2 - Materials & Methods 
6.2.1 - Subjects  
A total of 130 zebrafish (Danio rerio) aged 6-9 months old were used in the experiments 
outlined below. Fifty TU zebrafish from Chapter 5 were analysed in the phencyclidine 
experiment. These fish received sub-chronic dosing of PCP during larval development (0, 
2, 10, & 30 µM). Drug dosing occurred for five consecutive days, beginning at 6 dpf (see 
section 5.2.2). Experimental fish were then raised in groups of 20, according to their 
respective dose size, throughout development. The remaining 80 fish comprised the two 
disc1 strains and wild-type control. The genotypes, short fin TU, disc1L115 & disc1Y472 lines, 
were raised separately in individual line’s shoal groups. No information regarding sex was 
recorded. 
6.2.2 - Novel tank diving  
The novel tank diving test is utilised here to examine the anxiogenic-like responses of 
adult zebrafish in both experiments. See section 2.3.4 for detailed procedure used. 
6.2.3 - Classical avoidance conditioning  
A classical aversion (or fear) conditioning paradigm is used in this chapter to examine 
associative learning and memory. See section 2.3.5 for full procedural details. 
6.2.4 - Reversal learning  
As detailed in section 2.3.2, a two-choice automated test paradigm was used to 
investigate behavioural flexibility in zebrafish. 
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6.2.5 - Statistical analysis 
All behavioural parameters in the novel tank diving assay evaluated across time were 
analysed by repeated-measures ANOVA. The basic data of general locomotor activity 
(distance travelled and velocity) were analysed by one-way ANOVA. Dunnett’s test was 
used as post hoc when appropriate. Avoidance learning and reversal learning data were 
analysed using a repeated measures ANOVA, with relevant training stage for within-
subjects factors and group (genotypes or PCP doses) as the between-subjects factors. 
Avoidance learning was measured as time spent in the chamber with the CS-. In the 
reversal learning task, the number of trials (out of the trials a fish initiated) to reach the 
criterion (80% correct over two consecutive days) was investigated. When significant 
interactions between the factors were found in the “omnibus” ANOVA tests, simple main-
effects analyses were conducted with additional ANOVA tests restricted to the relevant 
factors and levels.   
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6.3 - Results 
6.3.1 - Novel tank diving test - Disc1 
The novel tank-diving test was used to assess the effect disc1 has on anxiety-related 
behaviour in adult zebrafish. Behavioural responses for both disc1 mutant lines and wild-
type adult zebrafish can be seen in  
Figure 6.1. The average time spent on the bottom of the tank was significantly different 
between the disc1 lines and wild-type, (Genotype, F(2,23)=4.38, p=.025). Disc1L115 fish 
spent approximately 87% (51.9 sec/min), and disc1Y472 nearly 90% (54.3 sec/min) of their 
time in the bottom of the tank relative to the wild-type fish spending only 69% (41.4 
sec/min). This effect was also significant across the five minutes of the trial, (Genotype x 
Time interaction, corrected-F(3.85,44.24)=3.18, p=.023). In the first minute that the wild-
type fish entered the novel tank, there was significantly more time spent on the bottom 
and, as expected, bottom dwelling decreased as time progressed. However, neither 
discL115 nor disc1Y472 mutants decreased time spent on the bottom of the tank as time 
progressed, illustrating no change in their initial fear or anxiety response.  
Moreover, disc1L115 (p=.002) and disc1Y472 (p=.036) fish showed fewer entries to 
the upper arena of the tank, (Genotype, F(2,23)=3.77, p=.040; Figure 6.2). Wild-type fish 
increased exploration into the top portion of the tank as time progressed, but disc1 
mutants displayed less frequent transitions throughout the five min test, (Genotype x 
Time interaction, F(8,92)=3.90, p=.001).  
Distance travelled (cm; Genotype, F(2,30)=.579, n.s.) and swim speed 
(cm/minute; Genotype, F(2,30)=.530, n.s.) did not differ between disc1 mutants and wild-
type fish, demonstrating that the effects seen were not a consequence of reduced ability 
or motivation to swim (Figure 6.3). 
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Figure 6.1. Novel tank diving response. Bottom dwelling across 5 min test period. Wild-types significantly decreased 
bottom dwelling throughout the trial, but disc1 mutants showed no decrease in amount of time spent in the bottom 
of the tank. (*) indicates significant difference between time period (min) and 1st minute, (p<.05). Data expressed as 
mean ± SEM.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.2. Transitions between top and bottom portions of the tank during diving test. Mean transitions between the 
two arenas across the 5 min testing period. (*) indicates significant difference between time period (min) and 1st 
minute, (p<.05). Data expressed as mean ± SEM.  
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Figure 6.3. Swimming activity as affected by disc1 genotype. a.: Average distance (cm) travelled during testing. b.: 
Swim velocity (cm/sec) across the 5 min testing period. Data expressed as mean ± SEM.  
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6.3.2 - Classical avoidance conditioning - Disc1 
In an avoidance learning task, fish that retained memory after receiving an electric shock 
during the training session spend more time in the area of the tank displaying the CS- 
during the probe trial than the side of the tank displaying the stimulus previously paired 
with the electric shock. The avoidance behaviour of wild-type and disc1 mutant zebrafish 
during baseline and probe testing is seen in Figure 6.4. Avoidance behaviours significantly 
increased from baseline (M=48%) to probe trials (M=60%), (Stage, F(1,13)=9.95, p=.008). 
Disc1L115 (51% in probe trial, p=.03) fish showed overall reduced avoidance learning 
behaviour compared to wild-type fish (75%), although this was not statistically confirmed, 
(Genotype x Stage interaction, F(2,43)=3.37, p=.066). 
To examine the trending effect of genotype on probe performance further, 
analysis restricted to the first two and last three minutes of the probe was conducted. 
Both wild-type fish (M=89.5%) and disc1Y472 mutants (M=70.8%) maintained the learned 
avoidance for the first two minutes of the probe trial, (Time, F(2,15)=4.52, p=.032). 
However, disc1L115 mutants did not show a significant difference in avoidance from 
baseline (M=50%) to the first two minutes of the probe (M=56%). No significant 
differences in distance travelled between genotypes were found, (Genotype, 
F(2,30)=1.83, n s.). 
 
Figure 6.4. Classical avoidance responses in disc1 mutant zebrafish. Percent of time spent in the CS- during baseline, 
and probe. Bars having the same letter are not significantly different. Data expressed as mean ± SEM.   
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6.3.3 - Reversal learning - Disc1  
Discrimination reversal learning was assessed using a two-choice simple discrimination 
task in which the fish had to learn to swim to the IR light block illuminating the correct 
stimulus light and were then required to switch to the previously unrewarded colour.  
Reversal learning impairment was evident for the disc1L115 mutants but not in the 
wild-type fish or discY472 mutants, (Genotype x Stage interaction, F(2,24)=3.74, p=.039; 
Figure 6.5). Disc1L115 mutants required significantly more TTC (M=249.9 ±21.6) and made 
more errors (M=133.5 ±9.1) in the reversal stage than in the acquisition stage (TTC: 145.3 
±16.6; Errors: 87.3 ±10); significantly more than wild-type fish (p<.05) and disc1Y472 
mutants (p<.05) in the reversal stage, (Stage, TTC: F(2,24)=6.2, p=.007; Errors: 
F(2,24)=6.56, p=.005). No group difference was found in the acquisition phase (TTC, 
F(2,24)=.277; p=0.76, n.s.; Error, F(2,24)=1.34; p=0.28, n.s.), indicating that the deficits 
observed in discL115 mutants were not produced by a general learning impairment.  
 
 
 
Figure 6.5. TTC (solid bars) and ETC (striped bars overlaid) in the reversal learning task. Disc1L115 mutants were 
significantly impaired at the reversal stage for both TTC and ETC. (*) indicates within-group stage difference. (#) 
indicates significant difference between groups in the reversal stage, (p<.05). Data expressed as mean ± SEM.  
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6.3.4 - Novel tank diving test - Phencyclidine 
Early developmental PCP exposure on 6-10 dpf showed long-term effects on the novel 
tank diving test in adult zebrafish. There was a reduction in the average time spent in the 
bottom third of the tank according to dose, (F(3,50)=3.23, p=.03), with the 30 µM PCP 
dose showing the smallest amount of time on the bottom relative to control subjects, 
(Dunnett’s test, p=.038). Lower doses were not found to significantly affect bottom 
dwelling. Figure 6.6 shows the detailed diving data for each of the five minutes of the test 
at all doses sizes. As was expected, a linear decrease in bottom dwelling was seen as the 
test progressed, (Time, F(4,50)=3.59, p=.012) and this effect was consistent across dose 
groups (Dose x Time interaction, F(12,50)=.383, n.s.). 
Fish dosed with 30 µM phencyclidine (p=.036) had significantly fewer transitions 
to the upper arena of the tank than control fish, (Dose, F(3,50)=3.09, p=.035. No 
differences in top transitions were seen for the lower doses. Figure 6.7 shows an increase 
in transitions over time, though this was not confirmed, (Time, F(4,50)=1.75, n.s., Dose x 
Time interaction, F(12,50)=.932, n.s). However, this could be characterised by overall 
lower transition activity of the 30 µM fish, as overall transitions by minute five (M=4.75 
±1.98) were more than twice as great compared to minute one (M=11.17 ±1.98; p=.041). 
Distance travelled (cm; Dose, F(3,240)=12.43, p<.001) and swim speed 
(cm/minute; Dose, F(3,240)=13.38, p<.001) differed between groups. Fish given 2 µM 
PCP exhibited increased distance travelled (15%, p=.008) and swim speed (20%, p<.001) 
compared to wild-type controls (Distance, M=146.95 ±10.83; Velocity, M=10.80 ±.44; 
[see Figure 6.8]).  
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Figure 6.6. Novel tank diving response in fish with larval exposure to PCP. Time spent in the bottom portion of the tank 
as a function of time. (*) indicated significance from control, (p<.05). Data expressed as mean ± SEM. 
 
 
Figure 6.7. Transitions between top and bottom portions of the tank during diving test in fish exposed to PCP at larval 
stage. (*) indicated significance from control, (p<.05). Data expressed as mean ± SEM.  
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Figure 6.8. Swimming activity as affected by larval administration of PCP. a.: Average distance (cm) travelled during 
testing. b.: Swim velocity (cm/sec) across the 5 min testing period. (*) indicated significance from control, (p<.01). 
Data expressed as mean ± SEM.   
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6.3.5 - Classical avoidance conditioning - Phencyclidine 
Figure 6.9 shows the avoidance responses of the four PCP dose groups of zebrafish during 
baseline measures and probe testing. Avoidance behaviours significantly increased from 
baseline (M=47%) to probe (M=64%; Stage, F(1,24)=144.96, p<.001). No differences were 
found among PCP doses, (Dose, F(3,43)=.176, n.s), in either testing phase, (Dose x Stage, 
F(3,43)=1.35, n.s). 
The degree of retention across the five-minute probe differed considerably 
between the first two minutes and the last three minutes of the probe trial, (Time, 
F(2,86)=3.72, p=.035). Fish were able successfully to retain learned avoidance in the first 
two minutes of the probe (p<.001), and this behaviour returned to baseline in the final 
three minutes, (p=.01). No significant differences in distance travelled between 
treatment groups was seen, indicating that the increase was not due to any initial freezing 
behaviour, (Dose, F(6,43)=.59, n.s).  
 
 
Figure 6.9. Classical avoidance responses in adult zebrafish following larval PCP exposure. Percent of time spent in the 
CS- during baseline and probe trials. (*) indicates significant difference from groups’ baseline, (p< 0.05). Data 
expressed as mean ± SEM. 
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6.3.6 - Reversal learning - Phencyclidine  
To determine whether larval aged exposure to NMDA antagonism (PCP) affects adult 
learning and behavioural flexibility, the fish treated with PCP were assessed in a two-
choice reversal task. Performance of the four PCP treatment groups during acquisition 
and reversal is shown in Figure 6.10.  
PCP treatment was found to impair reversal learning dose-dependently for both 
TTC (Dose x Stage interaction, F(3,20)=5.01, p=.009) and ETC (Dose x Stage interaction, 
F(3,20)=3.6, p=.031). 10 µM and 30 µM PCP exposure at 6-10 dpf resulted in significantly 
more errors made in the reversal stage compared to both wild-type control and 2 µM 
PCP fish, (Dose, F(3,20)=8.76, p<.001). In addition, fish treated with 30 µM PCP required 
more TTC in the reversal stage compared to wild-type control, (p=.043) and 2 µM, 
(p=.043; Dose, F(3,20)=3.71, p=.029). No group difference was found in the acquisition 
phase (TTC, F(2,20)=.27; p=0.85, n.s.; ETC, F(2,20)=.48; p=0.70, n.s.), suggestive of intact 
general learning ability.  
 
 
Figure 6.10. TTC (solid bars) and ETC (striped bars overlaid) in the reversal learning task. 10 & 30 µM PCP produced 
significant reversal impairments. (*) indicates TTC group difference. (#) indicates ETC group differences (p<.05). Data 
expressed as mean ± SEM.   
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6.4 - Discussion  
This is the first study to examine the effects of larval aged, sub-chronic PCP exposure on 
subsequent adult zebrafish behaviour, as well as to characterise behaviour of disc1 
mutant adult zebrafish. One main goal of the experiments reported in this chapter was 
to investigate the long-lasting effect of larval PCP treatment, a paradigm that has been 
well-validated in the rodent literature, demonstrating behavioural impairments in 
rodents when exposed to PCP during the postnatal period (Mouri, Noda, Enomoto, & 
Nabeshima, 2007). Secondly, this chapter intended to characterise several behaviour and 
learning domains in disc1 mutant zebrafish lines. Findings from this chapter showed a 
point mutation on disc1 leads to domain-specific behavioural deficits in anxiety-related 
behaviour, associative learning and cognitive flexibility. Moreover, adult zebrafish 
exposed to PCP at larval development show dose-dependent changes anxiety and 
behavioural flexibility. These deficits were apparent in validated behavioural paradigms 
for zebrafish, i.e., tests sensitive to tank diving, classical aversive conditioning, and 
discrimination-reversal learning.  
6.4.1 - Novel tank diving 
Zebrafish exhibit robust behaviours when placed in a novel environment that triggers 
anxiety-related behaviours (Blaser et al., 2010). In the novel tank diving test, zebrafish 
will naturally dive to the bottom of the tank before gradually exploring the upper portion 
of the tank, which suggests habituation to the new environment and a reduction in 
anxiety (Wong et al., 2010). 
Zebrafish adults exposed to PCP from 6-10 dpf exhibited a dose-dependent 
decrease in the time spent at the bottom of the tank. Sub-chronic exposure at the 30 µM 
dose evoked several behavioural endpoints in adult fish, including significantly increased 
top dwelling behaviour. Although they showed fewer transitions than control fish, this 
can be posited to be because they were already spending more time in the top portion 
of the tank. These results support past findings that adult fish acutely dosed with PCP 
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display anxiolytic-like behaviours (Kyzar et al., 2012). In rodents, the anxiolytic effect of 
PCP administration postnatally is shown to be sex-dependent, with anxiety reductions 
seen in females, and anxiety increases in males (Amani et al., 2013). Sex differences for 
zebrafish in novel tank diving behaviour have similarly been found. For example, male fish 
developmentally exposed to ethanol display reduced anxiety compared with females 
(Baiamonte, 2014). Although beyond the scope of this thesis, as no sex information was 
recorded in these experiments, it is an interesting factor to consider for future studies.  
Assessment of the disc1 fish in the novel tank diving assay revealed that both 
disc1L115 and disc1Y472 exhibited reduced exploration of the novel tank. Both disc1 lines 
remained in the bottom arena more than 85% of the five-minute test. Notably, the swim 
behaviour (distance travelled and velocity) did not differ from wild-type fish, 
demonstrating this behaviour was not due to locomotor deficits. These findings support 
previous work showing elevated anxiety behaviour in genetic mice models as measured 
in the plus maze- an analogous rodent paradigm to the diving test (Kivimäe et al., 2011). 
Furthermore, this finding adds face validity for a behavioural disc1 zebrafish model 
because the Disc1 gene is correlated with the risk of developing not only schizophrenia 
but also anxiety and bipolar disorder (Gamo et al., 2013) or comorbid diagnoses (Tomppo 
et al., 2009).  
6.4.2 - Classical avoidance conditioning  
Avoidance conditioning tasks involve an animal learning that certain aversive events are 
predicted by specific environmental stimuli. In a fear conditioning test, an animal will 
show a fear behaviour, here quantified as the amount of time the fish spent outside of 
the portion of the tank containing the CS+, when the cue (visual stimulus) is associated 
with the aversive stimulus (electric shock). This is a robust method which assesses 
associative learning and memory, and it is reported to be impaired in schizophrenia (Hall 
et al., 2009; Hemsley, 2005; Rushe, Woodruff, Murray, & Morris, 1999). Avoidance 
learning has previously been successfully used in both fish (Gleason, Weber, & Weber, 
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1977; Manuel et al., 2014; Portavella, Torres, & Salas, 2004; Xu et al., 2007) and rodents 
(for review see Walker & Davis, 2002).  
Activation of glutamatergic NMDA receptors is implicated in the synaptic plasticity 
associated with acquisition, consolidation and recall of memory (Castellano et al., 2001; 
Sweatt, 2004). In particular, NMDA receptors in the amygdala and hippocampus are 
critical to the acquisition of the associations in fear conditioning (Maren, 2001). These 
processes are evolutionarily conserved in zebrafish, where long term potentiation is 
shown to depend on glutamatergic transmission (Nam et al., 2004). Indeed, fear 
avoidance learning in zebrafish is shown to be mediated by this NMDA activation and 
acute administration of a NMDA antagonist prevents avoidance behaviour (Ng et al., 
2012). Neurophysiological analysis suggest that in fish the medial pallium (Dm) is 
functionally homologous to the mammalian amygdala, while the lateral pallium (Dl) 
represents a homologous hippocampus structure (Ganz et al., 2012; Mueller, Dong, 
Berberoglu, & Guo, 2011). Moreover, as is found in mammals, the zebrafish Dm and DI 
have a high density of NMDA receptors (Nam et al., 2004; Perathoner, Cordero-
Maldonado, & Crawford, 2016).  
Nevertheless, larval-aged sub-chronic NMDA antagonism did not influence 
associative memory retrieval at any of the concentrations tested. All fish were able to 
demonstrate successful avoidance behaviour following the conditioning trial. While this 
finding supports past research showing zebrafish are capable of learning a one-trial 
avoidance task (Blank, Guerim, Cordeiro, & Vianna, 2009), it conflicts from results of 
comparable studies conducted with mammals demonstrating significant decreases in 
learned fear/avoidance behaviour. For example, Gaskin et al. (2014) showed that 
postnatally PCP-treated rats displayed significant impairments in a fear conditioning task, 
and this became more pronounced following social isolation.  
The results also showed zebrafish with the disc1 gene mutation displayed deficits 
in avoidance. Disc1L115 fish, in particular, failed to learn the association with the visual cue 
and the aversive electric shock. In comparison, wild-type fish and disc1Y472 mutants 
successfully learned to avoid the conditioned stimulus, although wild-type fish spent 
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significantly more time outside of the CS+ in the first two minutes of the probe than either 
disc1L115 or disc1Y472. To determine if motor activity was affected, the groups’ locomotor 
activity was measured, but did not reveal any significant differences. Therefore, it is 
unlikely that the gene mutation altered locomotor activity and the results suggest that 
the performance effect of disc1L115 is not attributed to alterations in motor functions of 
the fish.  
Disc1 is predominately expressed in the hippocampus and amygdala (Schurov et 
al., 2004) and is linked to NMDA receptor activity (Ramsey et al., 2011). Genetic variations 
impacting NMDA receptor activity in these brain areas could alter associative learning 
and memory formation (Hall et al., 2009). The findings in this chapter suggest the discL115 
mutation could be involved in disruption of basic associative learning processes found in 
schizophrenia. In this assay, lack of flexibility may manifest as an inability to relearn that 
the CS+ is no longer accompanied by an aversive stimulus, and so the fish continue to 
freeze for longer throughout the probe trial compared to wild-type fish. Therefore, to 
investigate any disruption of cognitive flexibility, reversal learning was examined.   
6.4.3 - Reversal learning 
Reversal learning tasks are used to measure an animal’s cognitive flexibility. They require 
intact associative learning abilities, attention, motivation and the ability to switch from a 
previously learned response and implement a new one (Mackintosh, 1974). Rodent 
postnatal PCP models are known to produce cognitive impairment across many domains, 
including reversal learning (Andersen & Pouzet, 2004; Secher, Berezin, Bock, & Glenthoj, 
2009). In mammals reversal learning requires intact prefrontal cortex (PFC) functioning, 
particularly in the orbital prefrontal cortex (McAlonan & Brown, 2003; Tait et al., 2007). 
Although zebrafish lack expanded telencephali, it is suggested that the fish pallium (or 
dorsomedial telencephalon) could be homologous to the mammalian PFC and the 
zebrafish posterior tuberculum as homologous for the mammalian ventral tegmental 
area (Mueller, 2012; Wullimann & Rink, 2002). Furthermore, reversal learning has been 
demonstrated in both zebrafish (Arthur & Levin, 2001; Colwill, Raymond, Ferreira, & 
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Escudero, 2005; Parker et al., 2012) and other fish species (Gonzalez, Behrend, & 
Bitterman, 1967; Lucon-Xiccato & Bisazza, 2014; Warren, 1960).  
In this chapter, the reversal learning task employed a two-colour light 
discrimination. In the PCP study, acquisition stage learning was unaffected but the higher 
dose treatment (10 µM and 30 µM) groups demonstrated reduced performance in the 
reversal phase. This would indicate that when the rule changes the 10 µM and 30 µM PCP 
treated fish do not switch to respond to the now correct light. This result supports the 
translational evidence of learning deficits from sub-chronic postnatal dosing of PCP in 
rodent models (Gilmour, et al., 2012). Control fish (those ‘dosed’ with system water only) 
and fish treated with 2 µM PCP were able to learn the initial discrimination and reversal 
stage to an equivalent level and although not statistically significant, these groups 
showed improvement over the two stages of training.  
In the disc1 study, impairments were found for one of the disc1 mutation lines of 
fish-disc1L115, but not disc1Y472 or wild-type fish. Impairment in the number of trials 
needed to complete the stage successfully and the errors made were higher in the 
disc1L115 group compare to the acquisition stage, as well as both of the other two 
experimental groups. Disc1 is expressed throughout the cortex and hippocampus 
(Rampino et al., 2014; Schurov et al., 2004) and is thought to have an impact on these 
areas by promoting neurotransmission (Jaaro-Peled et al., 2009). Moreover, Disc1 
mutations could have a role in disrupting the generation of new neurons in adulthood 
(Zhou et al., 2013). This may play a critical role in the areas that control executive 
functioning. Indeed, correlations are noted between executive dysfunction in patients 
with schizophrenia and lower expression of Disc1 (Hennah et al., 2005).  
In attempting to translate findings from animal models to relevant pre-clinical 
use, it is important that these experimental paradigms are high-throughput. The findings 
from the automated two-choice reversal learning paradigm should be examined 
cautiously, as it proved difficult for the fish to complete. The number of trials taken to 
complete either stage of the test fall across a large number of days. The results were 
drawn only from the trials the fish attempted. A daily session consisted of 20 trials, but 
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many fish only completed (correct and incorrect) a small portion of these. For example, 
the 30 µM PCP group, which made an average of 272 errors to reach criteria in the 
reversal stage, needed roughly two months to complete the entire task. The precise 
location of the IR photocell beam may have increased the difficulty in making the 
association that food was rewarded when they swam under the block. While the plastic 
blocks acted as a cursory guide to the needed location, the ‘choice chamber’ area was an 
open space that the fish needed to navigate. Notwithstanding this methodological issues, 
zebrafish from both experimental models successfully completed the task. 
These data suggest translational value of a zebrafish model to study behavioural 
deficits of schizophrenia. Although some experiment procedures need to be 
standardised, the findings in this chapter support findings from both rodent models of 
schizophrenia and from studies with human schizophrenia patients. The next and final 
chapter will summarise all the chapters’ findings thus far and discuss the proposal of 
zebrafish as a complimentary model for schizophrenia research in future. 
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General Discussion  
 
 
 
A summary of the work covered in this thesis, any limitations, and 
the ways in which the work can be explored in the future. 
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7.1 - General discussion 
Findings from this thesis provide evidence that zebrafish can be utilised as a valid and 
reliable complimentary model to the mammalian model in testing cognitive impairments 
in schizophrenia. Schizophrenia is characterised by profound cognitive deficits, which are 
a key determinant of the long-term functional outcomes in patients (Kahn et al., 2015). 
Current treatments are largely ineffective in improving cognitive impairments and pre-
clinical drug development mostly fails to translate clinically. Animal models are crucial for 
understanding the pathobiology of neuropsychiatric disorders, such as schizophrenia, 
and their use can lead to the development of novel therapies.  An animal model’s value 
in investigating such a disorder is based on designing and characterising objective 
measures (e.g. behaviour or endophenotypes) for translational value. Ultimately, an 
animal model needs to provide construct, face and predicative validity, if it is to be 
translated to human disorders. 
Offering high throughput compound screening, with low maintenance cost and 
rapid development, the zebrafish is becoming a prominent model in behavioural 
neuroscience research. ‘Bridging the gap’ between in vitro and whole organism screening 
techniques, zebrafish help in discovering neural mechanisms involved in behavioural 
dysfunction. The overall objective of the studies presented in this thesis aimed to 
capitalise on these unique attributes to explore the zebrafish’s utility as a complementary 
animal model which can mimics behavioural aspects seen within schizophrenia. 
The first specific aim of this thesis was to establish a new behavioural assay which 
could assess zebrafish learning and executive function. To achieve this, we first 
investigated the impact of positive, appetitive reinforcers on zebrafish motivation to 
respond during an associative learning task (Chapter 3). We then further explored their 
discrimination abilities in a complex paradigm aiming to measure attentional set shifting 
(Chapter 4). 
This thesis’s second specific aim was to validate two separate models of 
schizophrenia-related cognitive dysfunction, in order to study the underlying 
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mechanisms involved in the development of this cognitive dysfunction. We examined the 
behavioural impact of sub-chronic developmental NMDA receptor blockade (Chapter 5) 
and whether this would result in cognitive dysfunctions in later adulthood (Chapter 6). 
Lastly, this thesis compared this pharmacological model with a genetic model by 
investigating the behaviour of a disc1 mutation line of zebrafish at larval (Chapter 5) and 
adult (Chapter 6) developmental stages. The following sections will review each 
experimental result in relation to these two specific aims, and the future directions for 
research are discussed.  
7.1.1 - Specific aim 1: Develop an attentional set-shift task in zebrafish 
To begin to validate behavioural assays for zebrafish, it was necessary to investigate the 
reliability, in supporting acquisition, of two commonly-used positive appetitive 
reinforcers. Using a two-choice discrimination task, Chapter 3 showed that zebrafish are 
capable of acquiring a classically conditioned response, and instrumentally transferring 
this response. Specifically, we showed that conspecific interaction, food-reward, and the 
combine of the two together, facilitated conditioned responses and maintained learned 
behaviours to an equivalent effective level. Both of these reward-types are currently 
successfully used in zebrafish learning research, but this is the first comparative 
evaluation of their functional use. Notwithstanding the extensive research on the use of 
conspecifics as reward (Al-Imari & Gerlai, 2008; Gómez-Laplaza & Gerlai, 2010; Saverino 
& Gerlai, 2008), including animated images (Qin et al., 2014; Saverino & Gerlai, 2008; 
Sison & Gerlai, 2010), the results of this chapter indicate that zebrafish are more 
motivated to seek food than to seek social interaction. These findings will help to 
standardise protocols used in future zebrafish behavioural assays. 
Chapter 3’s findings were then utilised in designing a paradigm for testing 
attentional set formation and shifting – a test which could provide a novel, high-
throughput test for examining complex cognitive flexibility in zebrafish. Cognitive 
inflexibility is a core deficit in schizophrenia and has been extensively studied in mammals 
(see review: Tait et al., 2013). The results of Chapter 4 replicate and further the findings 
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from Chapter 3, by showing that zebrafish acquired both simple and compound 
discriminations and demonstrated behavioural flexibility through successful reversal 
learning – one measure of cognitive flexibility. However, further investigation of the 
feasibility of the ID/ED measure for zebrafish is needed, as no extradimensional shift cost 
was seen when switching attention to a colour dimension from a shape dimension, which 
was an indication that set formation had not occurred. Nonetheless, these findings are in 
line with past research in demonstrating associative discrimination abilities of zebrafish 
(Braida et al., 2014; Colwill et al., 2005; Fetsko, 2002; Grassie, 2013; Parker et al., 2012; 
Siebeck et al., 2009). These results help strengthen the cross-species translational validity 
of the use of zebrafish for ‘simpler’ tests of behavioural flexibility, specifically regarding 
reversal learning. Reversal learning impairments are frequently reported in patients with 
schizophrenia and is found to be unrelated to any overall impairment in intelligence 
(Leeson et al., 2009).  
7.1.2 - Specific aim 2: Validate two separate models of schizophrenia - 
related cognitive dysfunction 
7.1.2.1 - Phencyclidine model 
In view of developing a neurodevelopmental model of schizophrenia in zebrafish, we 
adapted the rodent postnatal PCP exposure paradigm. In Chapter 5, we exposed wild-
type larvae aged 6-10 dpf to 2 µM, 10 µM, or 30 µM of PCP daily for five days. To then 
examine if this developmental PCP exposure in zebrafish would cause long-lasting 
behavioural effects later in life, Chapter 6 tested the PCP treated larvae after they reached 
adulthood.  
PCP treatment showed a robust effect on locomotor and sensorimotor 
behaviours of larval zebrafish. NMDA blockade dose-dependently enhanced swim activity 
and startle responses and reduced habituation, which corroborates past research with 
both rodents and zebrafish (Lu et al., 2010; Menezes et al., 2015). Additionally, we 
showed all three PCP doses altered adult behaviour in a variety of ways. The larvae 
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exposed to 30 µM PCP displayed diminished habituation as well as the lowest group 
response rate during the tap elicited startle test and subsequently displayed impairments 
in behavioural flexibility as adults, requiring more trials and making more errors to reach 
learning criteria. This dose also impacted novel tank exploration, causing the adult 
zebrafish to spend significantly less time at the bottom of the tank. This finding is 
consistent with reported anxiolytic effects of both acutely administered and postnatally 
administered NMDA antagonists in rat models (Kocahan, Akillioglu, Binokay, Sencar, & 
Polat, 2013; Poleszak, Wlaź, Wróbel, Fidecka, & Nowak, 2008). NMDAR blockade could 
reduce activity in pathways involved in GABA release, which is implicated in anxiety-
related processes (Mohler, 2012). Moreover, the 2 µM PCP group exhibited enhanced 
startle responses and lower habitation rates at larval age, and went on to show enhanced 
locomotor behaviour. Lastly, fish treated with 10 µM PCP from 6-10 dpf showed 
increased locomotor response and diminished sensorimotor behaviour as larvae and in 
adulthood demonstrated more errors in acquiring a reversal learning contingency.  
Reversal learning tasks are used as a measure of cognitive flexibility, and robustly 
illustrate cognitive deficits in patients with schizophrenia (Gilmour et al., 2012) and 
translationally, postnatal PCP rodent models are known to produce cognitive impairment 
in reversal learning (Andersen & Pouzet, 2004; Neill et al., 2010; Secher et al., 2009). The 
work presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 show that a developmental PCP zebrafish 
model shows varying degrees of disruption in behavioural tasks of significance to 
schizophrenia and we propose this zebrafish model can mimic schizophrenia-related 
cognitive deficits to some degree as similarly as rodent models. 
7.2 - Limitations and future directions 
We propose these studies support zebrafish as a complementary model to rodents in 
neuropsychiatric behavioural research and future research can address some of these 
limitations and further our findings in several ways. Besides separately evaluating the 
influence of neurodevelopment pharmacological insult (PCP) and of genetic alterations 
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(disc1) on cognition, future studies of schizophrenia should investigate the interplay 
between the two. For example, recent rodent studies have suggested that combining 
different developmental challenges or the combination of genetic manipulation and 
environmental factors (e.g., stress) can contribute to overall wider range of symptoms of 
cognitive impairments (Gaskin et al., 2014; Karl & Arnold, 2015). Therefore, it would 
prove interesting from the perspective of this thesis to investigate the combined effects 
of developmental NMDA blockade within the disc1 gene line of zebrafish. Additionally, 
research has shown environmental insults to the mother, including maternal infection 
(Khandaker, Zimbron, Lewis, & Jones, 2013) and maternal stress (Markham & Koenig, 
2011), have profound behavioural effects on her offspring later in life. Given the ease of 
manipulation of both larval and adult zebrafish, it would be interesting to examine the 
effect of maternal insult factors on offspring cognition. 
The translational value of a zebrafish model of human disease lies in its capacity 
to be studied in automated high-throughput capacities. Several of the assays I helped 
design for this thesis are fully automated and we are currently in the process of optimising 
the systems to perform a wider repertoire of behavioural tests. We propose using the 
two-stage schizophrenia model from this thesis to screen for potential drug treatments. 
In particular, the larval assays developed could screen for hundreds of compounds that 
could potentially ameliorate behavioural dysfunctions (e.g. locomotor effects and 
habituation deficits). The compounds screened can then be applied to our adult aged 
model to be validated further.  
Finally, it is necessary to capitalise on zebrafish imaging techniques to examine, in 
detail, the pathological mechanisms of the PCP model. High-powered confocal imaging, 
as well as dissection techniques, can be used to detail the damage that NMDA blockade 
causes on the zebrafish CNS. Extensive work has been conducted on the molecular and 
genetic biology of the disc1 line, and comparing anatomical and histological data between 
these two models may provide further insight into schizophrenia itself and confirm the 
PCP model’s face validity. 
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7.3 - Conclusions 
The work presented in this thesis aimed to produce and characterise zebrafish as a 
complementary animal model of schizophrenia-like symptoms, by validating different 
neurodevelopmental factors of schizophrenia, and their effect on cognitive functioning. 
To our knowledge this is the first investigation into the behavioural effects that 
developmental PCP exposure has on later adult-stage zebrafish. Additionally, while 
zebrafish have been used to elucidate the molecular functions of the disc1 gene, 
behavioural assays have not previously been reported.  
This thesis demonstrates and confirms the ability of zebrafish to perform 
successfully in a range of non-associative and associative learning paradigms, as well as 
showing that learning and behavioural impairments can be induced in zebrafish by both 
phencyclidine and disc1 gene mutation. The combined outcomes of the specific aims of 
my work provide initial support for modelling schizophrenia-related behavioural 
impairments in zebrafish. Whilst the model we have presented here requires further 
study to attest to its overall translational reliability, the results presented herein provide 
evidence of the validity of a zebrafish schizophrenia model, in that it shows specific 
behavioural changes and learning impairments. 
7.4 - Contributions and acknowledgments 
I designed the assays, performed the experiments and analysed the data for the 
experiments investigating wild-type zebrafish associative learning abilities, as reported in 
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. These experiments used Tubingen wild-type fish which were 
generously gifted from Dr Carl Tucker at the University of Edinburgh.  
The results from experiments modelling schizophrenia, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, 
report on various behavioural tasks I developed in collaboration with Dr Bill Budenberg of 
Tracksys Ltd and Dr Caroline Brennan and her team at the University of London, Queen 
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Mary. We worked together in developing the automated systems used in reversal 
learning, classical avoidance learning and the startle response habituation, including 
software writing and design of the behavioural equipment. This equipment has facilitated 
the establishment of a new company (Zantiks Ltd) to supply the system to interested 
behavioural researchers and labs. The two disc1 mutant lines of zebrafish were a gift from 
Dr Jon Wood at the University of Nottingham. 
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